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ROY, MORA COUNTY. NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, JULY. 4, 1908,

PROSPERITY HERE
Roy and Vicinity Bound to Become One
of The Most Thriving Commun-

ities in New Mexico.

Whether It was prayer, or need or
merely the natural working out of atmospheric conditions that brought it,
the rains of last week and this, were
one of the most welcome things that
have visited this section for some time.
Farmers, stockmen and property
owners' in Roy and vicinity all welcomed the noise that the showers made
and rejoiced in unison.
Where are the croakers now?
If the few people that left here for
the sake of trying to better their conditions, were here now and could see
broad smiles, worn by those they left
Iwhind, their pessimism wouli be
gone, the future would look bright and
they would don the broad smiles and
be happy like the rest of us.
A good many of these people will

Hard Knock:
The Moquero Monitor, owned and
controlled by the Moquero Publishing
Co., in one of its articles of June 20th
tried to hand Roy a package about
spending such ft large amount of
money trying to secure water for the
townsite, and stated that it was a failure. Roy has a city welfat a depth of
338 feet with plenty of good water to
supply the town, and a number of
wells in the vicinity from 18 to 100 feet
with a sufficient amount for domestic
use.
We cannot say anything in regard
to the well tit Moquero as we never
heard of it until recently, but will say
if the well is not sufficient to quench
the thirst of the people who will be
there on the excursion days, we will
be glad to divide with them.
We invite the editor to get on his
cow pony and ride up and give us a
visit and see for himself.
'

Attend Institute.
Teachers are requested to attend In
stitute if thf y desire to teach school
in Mora county.
The county school superintendent of
this county has sent us a notice, that
Teachers' Institute will be held at
Wagon Mound on the 17th of August,
which can be found elsewhere in our
paper.
The teachers who desire to teach in
this county, must attend the Institute.
The laws of 1907, chapter 97, section 6,
make it compulsory for teachers to at
tend institute if they expect to teach
school in the county.

probably return in the fall to harvest
their crops crops they did not expect
to get, and remain here, being wiser
and better prepared to stand a little
adversity than when they left.
Everybody is up and doing, the
sound of the hammer and the buzz of
the saw is heard in all directions, the
grass and other crops are growing
nicely, and the merchants are all dos
ing a flourishing business.
tends to show that the future of
Roy and vicinity is indeed bright..., v.
There is no better soil in Uncle
Sam's domain, and those ' who cast
'
The Greatest Democrat.
their lot with us will surely be rewarded with a good home, happiness
The great emperor of democracy is
no more.
and contentment.
He who alone was able to interrupt
the great succession Of republican via
On His Rounds.
tories which, save for his terms, has
n stretched
unbroken over a period of
A representative of the
had the pleasure of being fifty years, is but the elements from
shown through the large store of the which he sprung.
Floersheim Mercantile Co. at this
Grover Cleveland was the greatest
democrat of them all.
place one day last week.
This company has five large stores
In the death of Grover Cleveland
in the territory and is incorporated. America has lost, one of the jtruly
The Big Store at this place has an great men of the age, the republican
immense amount invested in buildings party has lost a sensible and worthy
and stocks and carry as near a com foe and democracy is without its most
plete line of everything as any store sane and intelligent leader.
in the Southwest, and do a large
wholesale as well as a retail business.
Different Views.
The buildings consist of a large
An eastern editor says a man eoX
three story stone and iron building,
into
trouble by marrying two wives
laof
line
where they carry a complete
western
editor says that many men
A
dies' and gent's furnishings, dry
the same thing by marrying
done
have
iroods, groceries, hardware, furniture,
editor says that a
A
northern
one.
carpets, rugs, etc. The basement is
found trouble
friends
of
his
number
loaded with all kinds of eatables. An
marry without
to
merely
promising
by
elevator has recently been installed to
any farther. A southern editor
iroincr
convey goods from the basement which
savs a friend of his was bothered
adds firreatly to their conveniences.
enough when he was simply found in
feed
and
Also a large hay, grain
company with another man's wife.
warehouse, a large wholesale storage
Every-thing-

Spanish-America-

.

house, wagon and farm implement
sheds, lumber yard, coal yard and
other smaller buildings used as stor
ncre houses.
This year alone the firm has sold
and distributed over eight cars of
weeds, and are the largest buyers and
shippers of wool and hides in the
country. Everything is purchased in
load lots thus enabling them to
get low prices as well as a cheap

freight rate.

Mr. Goodman should be given much
credit for the successful management
of this extensive establishment.

THE BOYS RETURN

MESTENO NOTES.

Maggie Ward, in company with her
sister, Mrs. Annie Smedley, and her
After an Absence of Nearly Two Weeks niece, Miss Eideth Ward, arrived here
Saturday.
The Surveying Party Returns
J. H. Spencer returned Saturday
Well and Hearty.
night from Red River Canyon, where
.

A. S. Bushkevitz's party of survey
ors consisting of Dr. Brown, "Lem"
Brown, John Turner, Will Strickland
.nd Floyd Ogden, returned from their
sojourn in the mountains late Sunday
afternoon looking wild and wooly.
From their appearance the mountain
barbers evidently made no great sum
off of this Crowd. Barring little mis
fortunes like break-dowand loosing
trails the boys all report an excellent
trip, and are very enthusiastic aboi't
the green valleys of the Ocate. Alfalfa and corn waving in the breeze
was a sight worth seeing.
The country around Ocate had also
suffered from the drouth and had it
not been for the hospitality of Mr.
Valdez, a big sheep man, they would
have suffered for horse feed. He
would sell no feed, yet he would feed
their horses. While there .the boys
attended a party given by him in
honor of his daughter's return from
college. Mr. Valdez evidently has a
'
warm spot in their hearts.
They also visited old Fort Union,
once a protection and refuge for the
travelers of the Santa Fe trail, but
now a refuge for ., snakes, bats and
The boys registered their
eagles.
names in the prison below those who
had once occupied it.
v The only night it stormed they were
lucky enough to find a shanty In a
mountain pass, and although the owner was rather persistent about vaca
tion they managed to keep possession
until morning.
It was a good bear Country and
some of the crowd were vetwan bear
However, there was no
hunters
brought into camp either
dead or alive.
The only thing they brought home
relative to a bear was the ap etite,
They say they eat anything and every
thing from wild duck stews to burned
beans. Most of the bears were killed
around the camp fires at night.
ns

r"

The Shrewd Farmer.

What a happy and contented crea
ture the farmer now must be who was
too busy to market his hogs during
the grand rush when everybody was
hurrying in his porkers before the
bottom should drop clear out of the
provision market! At the time, doubt

he had been employed by M. W. Mills
building a flume for his irrigation

plant.
John W. Van Duyne will go tb Raton Thursday to take his former position as foreman of the Gate City Lumber Co.
We would be glad to see a lumber
yard at this place.
J. H. Spencer, Maggie Ward, W.
H. and John Van Duyne went to Roy
Tuesday on business.
. Vert Van Duyne is
expecting to go
to Raton soon, where he expects to
find employment.
8. Listenbee, section foreman, is
taking a lay off. When he returns he
will take his former place at Abbott,
and a new man will take bis place
here.
Ben Hobson and Fred Van Duyne
are working on the section at this
place.. "
Miss Ward's car of goods and
stock arrived this week from Galena,
Kansas. It had been on the road for
six days.
'
The fine rain Thursday night has
brightened up the faces of the farmers
in the valley and planting has began

again.
Maggie Ward's big store will be
ready for business in a few days with
a complete stock of groceries and no-tions.
Mesteno begins to look like a towr.
We hope it may have a bright future.
Mr. Sersain is going to Oklahoma
soon we learn to winter and work in a
store. Two of his sons are already
'
there.
S. Listenbee will visit Denver and
attend the Democratic convention before he returns and takes up his duties
as foreman at Abbott.
Hon. W. H. Andrews Coming.

Mr. Andrews, the candidate for the
61st Congress is coming to Roy

to

mest friends.
Mr. Bushkevitz is in receipt of a letter stating that he will leave for Ros-we- ll
the 3rd with Gov. Curry to attend
the 4th July celebration, and will return to Santa Fe the 5th. After which
he will pay us the long promised visit
and will wire Mr. Bushkevitz about
the exact date.
The people should all turn out to
welcome our delegate, who has accomplished so much good for our people,
and territory. All the people who
wish to meet the delegate should be in
town on the day of his arrival and
hear what he will have to say. There
will be ball given at the Bushkevitz
hall in honor of his visit to Roy.
This is the time for all good republicans and democrats to turn out and
give him a grand welcome.
Hon. W. H. Andrews is a very
prominent and influential person in
He has achouse of representatives.
complished more good than any other
delegate ever sent to Washington, and
we can expect statehood
if
in the short session of Congress, as
President Roosevelt expressed a desire
to sign the bill making New Mexico a
State before he steps out of. the Presi-

less, he bemoaned his fate and said
things well calculated to corrupt the
morals of the hogs because circum
stances had so toyed with him. Now
he is posing umong his neighbors as a
man of superior judgment and telling
them that he knew all the while hogs
were sroinir up. The farmer is not the
Miraculous.
only one who feels that he is shrewder
A conductor on the Gila Monster
than his fellows the moment good luck
Railway in southern Arizona is being
tosses something at him.
'
sued by a young woman because he
wouldn't stop the train when her Merry
Not in Oregon.
Widow hat blew out the window
the
situation
Aside from the ethics of
In Oregon now a candidate for pubit is hard to see how a horrid man lic office can not ask a friend to vote
could be so cruel. The baffling mys for him, can not treat a constituent on
tery, however, is how the hat got election day, can not give a campaign
button to his friend, can not say unthrough the window. '
truthful things about .his opponent.
That looks like an attempt to reduce
When in need of job printing give the campaign to a Sunday school
dential chair.
."
basis.
us a call.
'
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TALK OF NEW YORK
Gossip of People and Events Told
in Interesting Manner.

V
V

Identity of "Mme. Ruiz" Is Revealed

The identity of the
Ruiz," whose
name was frequently
mentioned in
connection with the suit of Mrs. Ellen
French Vanderbilt for divorce from Alfred Q. Vanderbilt, has Just become
public through the beginning of another divorce suit in which Mme. Ruiz
is the defendant. The plaintiff in this
case is Senor Don Antonio Ruiz y
Olivares, attache of the Cuban legation
at Washington, and the defendant's
name Is given as Señora Dona Agnes
O'Brien de Ruiz. The complaint in the
suit has not yet been served upon
Mme. Ruiz, as the plaintiff's counsel,
George Young Bauchle, has not yet
succeeded In ascertaining her present
whereabouts.

NEW

YORK.

"Mme.

There Is said to be a strong likeli
hood that a successful prosecution of
the divorce action may be followed by
a suit for alienation of affection
against a man as yet unnamed. Mr.
Bauchle said that the divorce action
is based upon statutory grounds. "An
unknown man" is specified in the complaint, but it is said that when" the papers are served upon Mme. Ruiz the
complaint will be so amended that the
name of the corespondent will, appear.
Mr. Ruiz was married to Mary Agnes O'Brien in this city August 17,
1903, according to the records.
They did not live happily, It is said,
and after a few years decided to Uve
apart. Since that time Mme. Ruiz has
lived at several exclusive New York
hotels and of late has had an apartment in Lexington avenue. Her name
was brought into the Vanderbilt case
through the disclosures that shortly
before he, eloped with a young society
matron, Harry Brenchley, formerly a
trainer for. Alfred G. Vanderbilt's
horaes, iad purchased an $11,000 auto
mobile for Mme. Ruiz.

New Theater to Educate the Children
really will be a new adventure In New
York.

Is to be a new theater in
not built by Oscar Hammer-steior by any of the managers whos,e
names so seldom get into the newspapers, nor is it to be a theater of the
usual order, although it will be a "reg-

THERE

n

ular theater," as all its aotors, patrons
and managers will testify.
The new theater filed a certificate
of incorporation at Albany. The names
of some of the directors demonstrate
that it does not lack either capital or
moral backing or the special talent
and management which go to make a
theater successful. It Is to be called
the Educational Theater for Children
and Young People.
While it is the outgrowth of the
Children's Educational theater, which
has been in existence long enough to
demonstrate Its right to live, In connection with the Educational alliance
in East Broadway, the new theater

The directors named In the new In
Samuel L. Clemens
stitution are:
(Mark Twain), Rev. P. S. Grant, Otto
H. Kahn, R. J. Collier,, Miss A. M
Herts and Charles E. Miner. ,v
The theater is to have its home for
teaching, etc., for the present In Mr.
Collier's residence at 20 Gramercy
park. For the coming season the
newer organization will continue to
supply entertainments of a dramatic
order for and at the Educational al
liance, but in due time it expects to
have a suitable theater building of its
own.

Briefly stated, the object of the theater is education on both sides of the
footlights, which is to say. it alms to

GOOD DESIGN

la Easily Made of Pair of Cotton
Blankets The Description.
Procure a pair of good cotton blank-

ets of such design and color as will
narmonize with the surroundings in
the room in which they are to be used.
Open the full length of the pair and
ioia tne selvage edges together. Cut
the fold, until the desired leneth
for the curtains Is reached, which
should be 11 or more inches below the
plain center of the pair, to Include a

hem of four or five inches. The plain
center forms the wide border for the
bottom" of the curtains.
Take from the ODDoslte
end the
amount needed for the turn at the top
of the curtain, allowing the narrow
border to Berve as fancy dictates. Attach to the top, concealing the seam
the Inside. The aelvara
nVe
should be used for the outside, while
the raw edge is faced with some soft
finished goods In harmonizing tint.
To make the fringe for the ton of the
curtains, use cotton carpet warp. Draw
through lower edge of the hem in
thick clusters and tie or knot to any
desired length,
finishing with a

tassel.

Svl

Kid Gee whiz, but er feller feels
lonesome in de spring if he ain't got
er goil!
SUFFERED

YEARS.

TWENTY-FIV- E

With Eczema Her Limb Peeled and
Foot Was Raw Thought Amputa-tlo- n
Was Necessary Believes
Life Saved by Cuticura.
"I have been treated by doctors for
years for a bad case of
eczema on my leg. They did their best,
but failed to cure it. My doctor had
advised me to ha,ve my leg cut off. At r
this lime my leg was peeled from.the
knee, my foot wa3 like a piece of raw
flesh, and I had to walk on crutches.
I bought a set of Cuticura Remedies.
After the first two treatments the
swelling went down, and in two
months my leg was cured and the new
skin came on. Tho doctor was surprised and said that he would use
Cuticura for his own patients. I have
w i iff-- 1 i
auu .
ci i i vKi
vrii v rai
but for the Cuticura Remedies J
might have lost my life. Mrs. J. B.
Renaud, 277 Mentana St., Montreal,- yue., reo. zu, iui.
twenty-flv-

o

.

RECIPE FOR APPLE KUCHEN,
Simple Ingredients That Go to Make
Up German Dish.
Beat one egg and add to it a cunful.
of milk. Mix well, then add two and
s
cupfuls of flour that has
been slightly warmed. Beat well. Dis
solve
of a conmressed veast
cake In two tablespoonfuls of luke
warm mllK and add to the water with
two tablespoonfuls of softened butter.
Knead thoroughly in the bowl. manlD- ulating with hands and spoon until the
dough feels elastic and velvety. Cover
and stand in a warm place for about
five hours, or until it has doubled in
bulK, then turn on a floured Doard
and roll into a sheet about half an
inch thick. Place on a greased tin
spread with butter, sprinkle lightly
with sugar, then arrange closelv over
the top enough overlapping slices of
apple to cover. Wipe oyer with butter,
sprinkle with sugar and plenty of
nutmeg or cinnamon. Cover with a
light cloth and set aside for 20 minutes or until quite light, then bake in
a hot oven. As soon as done brush
lightly with cold water to prevent the
Ruchen becoming too dry.
two-third-

one-thir-

d

The Traveler's Lunch.
When traveling if one cannot obtain
dining-ca- r
service the lunch should
be made as appetizing as possible.
Wrap each separate article of food in
oiled tissue paper and then arrange
neatly in a box or basket. This the
sandwiches, meat, relishes, cakes and
fruits would each be by themselves.
Provide a generous supply of paper
napkins, which can be thrown away
after the meal. Bottled tea and coffee will make quite an addition to a
lunch, and this could be kept hot for
several hours by using thermos. Traveling cups can be purchased at small
able dressmaker, her sartorial posi cost and are more convenient than
tion is achieve by a reckless disre either glass of china. A dozen lemons
squeezed out into a bottle will make
gard of money.
Twenty thousand dollars is only a it possible, with the addition of sugar,
tank water
moderate outlay for a new spring out to convert the
into lemonade.
fit. At least, so says this dressmaker,
who really ought to know, for she has
To Apply Heat.
gowned many maids and matrons of
In cases of sickness, where applicathe smart set. Nowhere is money
tions of moist heat are needed, try
more lavishly spent for fashionable
Take two bath towels, or pieces
this:
finery than in this city, she says, for
every New York woman's fad seems of flannel, dip ,in warm water, wring
out, fold to required size, lay on top
to be pretty clothes. Money may come
of radiator, turn on steam, and they
may
go,
money
but
frocks
and
and
frills go on forever, and there seems will heat much faster than you can
to be no abatement in the costly de use them. This is much better than a
steamer and no gas burned. Fine
sires of the "sex."
for travelers or roomers.
the
modiste
While
admitted that she
had customers who spent twice or
Coffee Jelly.
thrice twenty thousand a year for
Soak a half box of gelatin in a half
clothes, she confessed that Miss New cup of cold water for half an hour,
York could be nicely gowned on $20,- - then pour over it one pint of strong
000 a year.
Now that the warm boiling coffee. Stir until dissolved, add
weather is here the New York girl is
s
of a cup of sugar and a
loosening her purBe strings and every cup of boiling water. Strain into wet
fashionable modiste is simply deluged molds and set in the cold to harden.
with orders for costly summer finery. Eerve with whipped cream.

familiarize the younger generation
with some of the best plays, both
classical and modern, by permitting
young people to take part in the per
formances and the stage management,
and in turn by so educating a genera
tion which later on shall demand In
the greater theaters a high order of
plays and take away from the managers the excuse sometimes heard now
adays that they cannot afford to pro
duce plays for children.

Dressing Miss New York Is Expensive
&7

TIME TU HUSTLE.

FOR PORTIERES.

:

Not Incurable.

"That man is a poet."

'':

"Too bad."
,
Yes."
"How did you discover It?"
"I didn't; he told me."
"Then perhaps he may get over
--Nashville American.
,

'

it"

.

Important to Mothers.

Examine carefully every bottle of
Infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of(
In Use For Over 30 Years.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
Bill

Not Recorded.
Did they record

,

that

politi-

cian's speech?
Jill I believe not. They hadn't a
wind gauge, I believe. Yonkers States
'
.
man.
Try Murine Eye Remedy- For Red, Weak, Weary, Watery Eyes.
t,ye rain.
murine uoesn r oman-ooo- wes
All Druggists Sell Murine at COcts. The 48
Page Book in each Pkg. is worth Dollars
in every home. Ask your Druggist.
Murine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago.
A Simple Remedy.
"I tell you we cannot pass a law to
keep dogs from barking and disturbing people."
"Won't the ordinary law against
barkers apply?"

ice-col- d

New York girl is an expensive
proposition. The other day a supreme court Judge Increased the albud from
lowance of a
$6,000 to $10,000 a year so that she
could dress "as becomes hej Btatlon."
Some comment was made at the time
that this was rather a large sum for a
young girl to spend for raiment, but,
according to a fashionable Fifth avenue modiste, $10,000 a year Is a mere
bagatelle for Miss Manhattan to spend
for frocks and frills.
In a dress parade of the nations the
New York specimen of American
beauty, by right of her costly and unlimited wardrobe, would lead the profusion, for, according to this fashion

three-fourth-

Riches do not delight us so much
with their possession, as torment us
with their loss. Gregory.

"I believe that this new acquaintance

CÍIOOL Boys'

Paradis

fBostot Sets Pt.ce for Cilie s of A revenen.
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The principle of "all work and no
play makes Jack a. dull boy" Is permeating the educational idea of America, and in all of the large cities of
the country there are developing
definite plans for providing the school
children with places and apparatus
for having a jolly good time. It is
perhaps fitting that Boston, that city
where the rights of the school children
were first championed and the freedom of Boston Common was forever
established, should take the advanced
step in this matter of public playgrounds for children and set the pace
for the other cities of the country.
When Boston's elaborate scheme is
fully carried out she will be entitled
to the claim of being the school children's paradise. Under the authority
conferred by the legislature in April
of last year the Boston school committee takes full control of and fosters school athletics and the play of
the children.
The act was put through the legislature mainly through the efforts of
Joseph Lee of Boston, who has been
called "the father of the playgrounds
in the United States." This act puts
under the school department all playground activities and provides ample
funds for 'the work, with provision
that such funds may not be used for
any other purpose. The drafting of a
detailed program of the work has been
done by Dr. Thomas F. Harrington,
director of school hygiene, and has
been approved by the school commit
tee.
The 28 school yards of the city are
to be specially fitted and equipped for
the school children under 12 years of
age and will be open the year round.
boys, from about 11
The middle-sizeto 17, will be specially provided for
by a dozen larger playgrounds, where
football and baseball and other sports
can be indulged. These playgrounds
will have regular
superintendents,
while during school day afternoons
and Saturday mornings additional
supervision will be had from

If

t

FROG

like $58,376 the first year. According
to the legislative act, the school de
partment Is allowed for the work five
cents on each $1,000 of valuation in
the city. This amounts to $56,791.39
for the present year, not including the
separate appropriation
for nurses,
which now comes as an additional as
set for- the playground activities,
Thus the school department already
has assured something like $10,000 In
excess of Its estimated requirements
Mr. Lee, who, as we have said, was
.
largely instrumental in .securing the
legislative enactment which makes
this elaborate scheme of playgrounds
possible for Boston, is very enthus
iastic over the outlook, and is, special
ly hopeful of that feature of the plan
which brings the teachers upon the
playgrounds as a factor and sharer
In the sports of the children. "Some
people feel as if this employment ol

namely: Charlestown playground,
Cottage street playground.
East Boston; First street playground,
South Boston, and the Columbus aveSuch playgrounds
nue playground.
as Boston Common, Franklin Square,
Savin Hill, Franklin Field, Franklin
Chestnut Hill
Park, Charlesbank,
reservoir, Wood Island Park, Marine
Park and Fenway are not include!,
but they go to swell the unparalleled
facilities which Boston is prepared to
offer for the enjoyment of her school
children.
Careful calculation has estimated
thfit .tW8 Wfc wJU C08t. SQraetnlng
Char-lestow-

,

KIND

THOUGHT OF THE BRIDE.

Possibly Turned Silly Custom Into
Something Really Worth While.
"The most considerate girl I ever
said
knew got married yesterday,
the man. "She showed her thought- fulness in a most unusual way. The
day before the wedding she called the
attention of the rest of the family to
a row of old shoes standing in a down
stairs closet.
"T want you to throw these after
the carriage,' she said. 'They are all
mates. I collected them to throw
awav. I learned some time ago that
certain poor souls who have hard work
to get clothes of any description keep
a lookout for big weddings. They
hang around the house at going-awatime and pick up the good luck shoes.
Meybe they get a fit, and maybe they
don't. Anyway, I've done all I could
to accommodate them.
" 'Here are six pairs of shoes to be
fired after me. If somebody doesn't
get fitted in that collection, It Isn't
y

my

fault.'"

The

General Demand
of the
of the World has
always been for a simple, pleasant and
efficient liquid laxative remedy of known
value; a laxative which physicians could
sanction for family use because its com
ponent parts are known to them to be
wholesome and truly beneficial in effect,
acceptable to tho system and gentle, yet
prompt, in action.
In supplying that demand with its excellent combination of Syrup of Figs and
Elixir of Senna, the California Fig Syrup
Co. proceeds along ethical lines and relies
on the merits of the laxative for its remarkWell-inform-

able success.
That is one of many reasons why
Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna is given
the preference by the
To get its beneficial effects always buy
the genuine manufactured by the California Fig Syrup Co., only, and for sale
by all leading druggists. Price fifty cents
d.

per bottle.

SICK HEADACHE

get-ther- e
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In addition to these 40 playgrounds
there will be four large central ones,

have their fullest swing.
"The masters on the playground will
get to know the boys, and the boys will
get to know the masters, to see, even
that they have some human traits
though, perhaps, at first in an obscured and undeveloped form thai
they can play ball and do other BtunU
of an interesting description.
'As a result of this better under
standing of each other, and of the
warm and loving sympathy that comes
from playing together on the same
team and being interested in the same
games, great things will come both to
the teachers and the boys. As the
head of one of our best boarding
schools once put the case to me:
When you play with the boys on the
playground, the problem of discipline
disappears.'
'The idea, though new in Boston, has
been tried elsewhere, and has Indeed
probably been the practice of enthus
iastic schoolmasters ever since the
days of Charon, the Centaur, who had
the bringing up of Jason, Hercules and
other promising Grecian youngsters
quite a spell ago, and who, as Haw
thorne discovered, used to give them
rides on his back and otherwise teach
them the game as it was played In
those days in Greece.
"On three of the playgrounds, where
the bigger boys will have their special
chance, there will also be children's
corners, with tilts and swings and tee
ter ladders: and sand boxes for the
smaller children, carried on in the
same way as the school yards. These
will
be true neighborhood playgrounds, where all the children, in
deed the whole family, can go togeth
er, the sort of playgrounds that all
our larger ones ought to be and must
eventually become.
"Then there is the coaching of the
high school 'boys and the impressing
upon them, If Dr. Harrington has his
way, that winning is not the only thing
that the great American virtue of
Is after all not the final
word in matters of sport nor of anything else, whatever the fashion in our
more popular colleges may teach upon
this subject.
"And a very good feature of the plan
is that the high school girls also are
by no means left out of it. They are
going still to be taught dancing and
gymnastics as under the existing system. These same big girls constitute
the great unsolved problem of the
modern playground.
"At the top of the system there will
remain, under the control of the park
department, Franklin Field (our playground university, the place where the
teams graduated from the local
grounds go to show their proficiency
and complete their education) and the
golf links, tennis grounds, etc., on the
various parks.
"The system, taken as a whole,
makes Boston the leading example in
the country of play and physical education placed fairly and squarely In
the hands of the school committee.
Aud
that is where it should be
placed."
.

w

.

of the children and teachers Is going
to be one of the most valuable results
of the new plan. A man who knows the
boys only in school Is like a naturalist
who should study animals only in a
menagerie. To know the boy you have
got to know him in the wild state. You
must follow him to his natural habitat
and Bee what he likes when he is most
himself. Tou must see how he reacts
to his most vital impulses; and it is
surely on the playground that these

Playground-Studde-

d

Boston.

schoolmasters on the playgrounds
were almost the same as depriving the
boy of his play," commented Mr. Lee,
"They think it hard that he should
have the master over him during the
best hours of the day five days in the
week, and that then, in his own pre
clous, free time, on the playground
where If ever he is going to haveia
chance to carry out his own ideas, he
encounters the same old pedagogue,
"But these people have misconceived
the master. He will not meet the same
old pedagogue. The pedagogue he
meets will in the first place be young
and in the second place he will not
be the Bame. From the boy's point of
view, he will not be made over by this
new relation. Playing with the boys
is going to have as good an effect on
these young submasters as it doos on
the boys themselves; and it Is going
to entirely modify and rebate, tfce re
latloa between them. ,.
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Side,

TORPID LIVER.

Purely Vegetable.

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine Must Bear
Signature

CARTERS
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Fac-Simi- le

REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

TOILET ANTISEPTIC
Keeps the breath, teeth, mouth and body
antiseptically clean and free from unhealthy germ-lif- e
and disagreeable odors,
which water, soap and tooth preparations
alone cannot do. A
germicidal, disinfecting and deodorizing toilet requisite
of exceptional excellence end economy. Invaluable
for inflamed eyes,
throat and nasal and

Oh, Goodness!

ve'

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia, Indigestion and Too Hearty
Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad
Taste In the Mouth, Coated Tongne, Pain in the

They regulate the Bowels.

"Where do asps come from?"
"What's an asp?"
"Why, these little snakes, you know
the kind that bit Cleopatra."
"Oh,, yes. I think they come from
Asia."
"What makes you think so?"
"I'm sure I've heard of a place called
'Aspasia.' " Cleveland Leader.
Well?
"Did the new laundry do your shirts
up well?"
"Yep did 'em, up brQwn,"--cieland Leader.

Positively cured by
these Little Pills.

uterine catarrh. At

and toilet
50 cents, or
by mail postpaid.

drug

stores,
,

Large Trial Sample
WITH
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Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
May

23, 1908.

Notica is hereby given that Angelina Willard, of Roy, N. M., who, on
March 26th, 1907, made homestead entry, No. 16670, for SW
section 10
township 20 N, range 26 E, N. M. P,
Meridian, has filed notica of intention
to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Commissioner,
Alex S. Busnkevitz, at his office in
Hoy, N. M., on the 15th day of July,
190á. Claimant names as witnesses:
William F. Gross, of Roy, N. M.
"John M. Turner, of Roy, N. M., Geo.
V. Shoopman, of Roy, N. M., J. B.
Carson, Solano, N. M.
El ward W. Fox.
4,

Register.

Notice for Publication.
Department of tha Interior,
Land Office at Clayton New Mexico,
May

23 1908.

Notice is hereby given that Cressi1
M., who,
on April 18th, 1907, made homestead
entry No. 172ÍK), for SW
saction 7
ownship 19 N, range, 27 E, N..M. P.
Maridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before U. S. Commissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz, at his ofilee in
Roy, N. M., on the 14th day of July,
190d.
Claimant namas as witnesses;
Frances M. Hughes, Anthony E.
Shultz, Joseph R. Grover, John W.
Lile, all of Solano, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,

J. Blanchard, of Solano, N.
4,

Register.

NOTICE

' Notice for
Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M..
June 4th, 1908.
Notice is, hereby given
Garcia, of RnevprnR. N. M
hn
on June 5th, 1902, made homestead entry No. 3787, for N 2 NE
SE 4
NE1-4- ,
NE1-- 4
SE1-1section 26,
tOWnshin 21 n. ranim 3ft p. TJ MP
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above descriped, before Malarmias IIrpii IT K
Viit
Commissioner, at his office in De
naven, in. si., on me zistday of July,

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Clayton, N. M., May 23, 1908.
Notice isherphv civen that. '("!( tina
Laumbach, of La Cueva, N. M. who,
on March 28th, 1903, made homestead
entry. No. 4480. for W
SW
NE 4 SW 14. SE 4 NW
section
tOWnshin 17 N. ran era 9H V. M M
P. meridian, has filed notice of intention t.O msliP
nnnnf
- - final
....... duo
v
v yj
u i j t'VOQn
i'. r j í In
establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before A. S. Bushkevitz, U.
S. Commissioner. at, his nfflna in Tinv
N. M., on the 15th day of July, 1908,
Claimant names as witnesses: Dan
Claimant names as witnpsepn
fan.
Laumbach. of Rnv. N. M. Hnnrv T.nn. dido
Garcia, Leandro Garcia, Anto
mbatih. Of TjR f !PI1VB- N M TynillQa
.uravia uarcia, all of
Quintana, of Roy N. M. Esteban Cor- - nio
n lorres,in. m.
oueyeros,
uova, oí noy, in. m.
F.dward W. Pm.
Edward W. Fox.
Roaster.
Register.
4,

4.

4,

4.

-

-

T

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Clayton, N. M. May 23, 1908.
Notice is hereby jriven that Asencion
L, Bernal, of Roy, N. M., who. on
April 1st, 1903, made homestead entry
No. 4497, for S 2 NE
section 31,
S 2 NW 4 section 32, towship 21 N
range 25 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the above described land, before U.
S. Commissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz,
at his office in Roy, N. M., on the
16th day of July, 1908.
Claiment
names as witnesses: Trinidad Lucero,
Feliciano Lucero, Adolpho Montoya,
John Tasharski all of Roy, N.M.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
1-- 4,

OF PUBLICATION.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
Land Offlca at Clayton, New Mexico,
United States Land Office,
May 23, 1908.
Clayton N. M., May 23, 1908.
Notica is hereby gived that George Notice is hereby givan that Grover C.
who. on
W.Shoopinan. of Roy N.M.,who, on McCleary, of So)ano,N-M- .,
March 2oth,1907,made hamestead entry March 13th . 1907, made homestead
, Wl-9, Township entry, No.16138, for W 2 SW1-4No.l6671,for
19
4
WN
13,
Townshib
Sec.
N,
Range
20N,Range 26 E,N.M.P. Meridian, has
filed notica of intention to maka Final 27E,N. M.P. Meridian, has filed notice
commutation Proof, to establish claim tomake final commutation proof, to est
;to the land above djscriba3,bafore , U. ablish claim to the land above describ
NOTICE

,

2

SEl-4,secli-

S. Commissioner Alex S, Bushkevitz,
at his office in Roy,N.M., on the 16th
day of July, 1908. Claimant names as
witnesses; L.S. Baker, W. F Gross,
Chas. Kidd, Frank J.Sheltren, all of
Roy, N,M.
Edward W. Fox.

Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

issioner, at his office in Hoy, N.M.,on
the 14th day of July, 1908. Claimant
names ef witnesses: J. u. Walker, K.H
Houser, Clyde Talbot, Sherman Troop
all of Solano, N.M.
EDWARD W. FOX.
5.307-4- .
Register.

Clayton, N. M., May 23, 1908. .
Notice is hereby given that Felicia-n- o
Lucero, of Roy, N. M., who on
April 1st, 1903, made homestead entry
section 32,
No. 4498, for S 2 NE
W 2 NW 4 section 33, township 21
N, range 25 E, N. M. P. meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before A.S.
Bushkevitz, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office in Roy, N. M., on the 16th.
day of July 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses; Trinidad Lucero, Adolpho Montoya, Thomas McGrath, John Tasharski all of
Roy N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
Register.
1-- 4,

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Clayton New Mexeco.
May 23. 1908,

Notice is hereby giveu that Maria
Martina Galvan, of Leon, N. M., who
on March 12th, 1908, made homestead
entry, No. 24066, for Lots 3,4, SE 4
NE 4 SW
NW
section 2,
township 19 N, range 32 E N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of his intention to make five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Commissioner,
Manual Martinez, at his office in
Gallegos, N. M., on the 14th day of
July, 1908. Claimant names as witnesses: Jose de La Luz Cisneros, of
Leon, N. M., Rafael Cisneros, of
Gallegos, N. M., Juan Jose Duran,
of Leon, N. M., Preciliano Galvan,
of Leon, N. M.
E. W. Fox,
Register.
4,

4,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior.
Land

Office

at Clayton,

New Mexico,
May 23, 1908.

Notice is hereby given that Oluf
Eastwold, of Roy, N. M., who, on
April 25th, 1907, made homestead
section 35;
No. 17349, for SE
township 20 N, range25 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make final commutation, proof
1) establish claim to the land above
1 jscribed,
before U. S. Commissioner
A. a. Bushkevitz, at his otnce at Hoy,
:í. M.. on the 14th day of July, 1908.
'laimant names as witnesses: Melvin
1. Morse, J. H. Mahoney, Pedro
Aldeiz, J. E. Mahoney, all of Roy,
en-1r- y,

1-- 4,

J.

M.

Geo. W. Detamore.
Receiver.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Land

Departnent of the Interior,
at Clayton, New Mexico,

Office

C. de Baca, of Bueyeros,

N. M., who,
on February 1st, 1902, made; homestead entry No. 3534, for S 2 SW 14,
o i- - t3tj I 4, section 35, township 21
n, range 30 e, N, M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Mai-- .
aniliaS Rni.a. IT. S fYllirt. (Vimmia.
sioner, at his office in De Haven, N.
M., on the 23rd day of July, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: Teles- foro C. de Baca, Tranquilino Rodriguez, Nicolas Ortiz, J. M. C. de
Baca, jr., alt of Bueyeros, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.
--

Register.

Notice for Publication.

Department of the Interior, '
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.,
June 4th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Juan N.
Montoya, of Roy, N. M., who, on
April 27th, 1901, made homestead en
try No. 2861, for S 2 SE 14, section
5, N 2 NE 14, section 8, township 19
n, range 25 e, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Final
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Alex.
. Bushkevitz,
U. S. Commissioner, July, 1908.
at his office in Roy, N. M.. on the 22d Claimant names as witnesses: Can-did- o
Garcia. Donac.iann Onwia. An.
day of July, 1908
tonio Torres, David Garcia, all of
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan uueyeros, jn, m.
Sandoval, Aurelio Aldeiz, Manuel
Edward W. For.
Gallegos, Jose Dolores Romero, all
i.
Register.
of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Register.
Department of tha Intarior
Land Office at Clay ton, New Maxico
Notice For Publication.
May 23, 1908
Notice is hfirphv irivon that Thnmn
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office Clayton, N. M.
T. Moore, of Roy, N. M., who, oil
March 11th. 1907. made hnmPKtPad
June 4, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Candido entry, No. 16046, for NE
section
Garcia, of Bueyeros, N. M., who. on 32, township 20 N, range, 27 E, N. M.
June 10th 1901. made hompntpail pnt.rv P. Meridian, has filed notice of inNo. 2923,for Nl-- 2 SE1-tention to make
final commutation
section a, township z N. range 30 E, proof, to establish claim to land
N. M. P. meridian, has filed notice of above described, before U. S. Comintnetion to make final fi VA VPAr nnnnf missioner. A. S. Bushkevitz. at. hi
to establish claim to the land above office in Roy N. M., on the 15th day
described, before Malaquias Baca, U, or juiy imu. uiaimamt names as
S. Court Commissioner, at his office witnesses; Jacob Floershiem, R. C.
in De Haven. N. M.. on the 21st, duv Gruniir. A. B. Stanton. Jr.. n. r.
of July, 1908.
Simmons, all of Roy, N. M.
o
Claimant names as witnesses:
Edward W. Fox,,
Garcia. Tfandrn flaiia An.
Reiristpr.
tonio Torres, David Garcia, all of
Foir
Notice
Publication.
Bueyeros, N. M.
Department of the Interior.
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.'
June 4th, 1908.
Notice is herebv piven thnt Frank
Notice for Publication.
ChamDion. Of Rov N. M whn nn
Department of the Interior,
February 25th, 1907, made homestead
U. S. Land Office Clayton N. M.
entry
No. 15472, for Sl-- 2 NE14, sec
1908.
June 4th
V xownsnip zu N, range 26 E, N.
Notice is hereby given that Lucio tion
M. P-- Meridian, has filed notice of
Perea. of Bueyeros, N. M., who, on
intention
to make final comutation
September 9th, 1904, made homestead
proof to establish claim to the land
entry, No. 5621, Nl-- 2 SE1-Nl-- 2
before W. TT. Wil
SW14, section 15, township 20 N. aboveU.described,
S. Court Commissioner, at
range 31 E. N. M. P. me.idian, has cox,
filed notice of intention to make final his office in Roy, N. M. on the 21st
1908.
five year proof, to establish claim to day of July,
names as witnesses: Issac
land above described, before Mala- E. Claimant
Lowe. Edderson H. Gnnn. fipnnro
quias Baca, U. S. Court CommisionJqhn Turner, all of Roy, N.
er, at his office in DeHaven, N. M., on Tindall,
M.
22nd
the
day of July, 1998.
Edward W. Fox.
Claimant names as witnesses: BoniRegister.
facio Perea, of Bueyeros N. M.,
"7
Alejandro Gutierrez, of Bueyeros,
Notice For Publication.
N. M., Adelaido Gurule, of Bueyeros,
Department of the Interior,
N. M. Juan Vigil of Leon, N. M.
U, S. Land Office, Clayton N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
June 4, 1908.
Register.
JNotice is hereby given that James
A. McElroy, of Solano, N. M.. who,
Notice for Publication.
on May 29th, 1907, made homestead
Department of the Interior,
entry, No. 18069, for NW14. section
U. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.,
9, township 19 N, ranee 28 E. N. M.
June 4th, 1908. P. meridian, has filed notice of intenNotice is hereby given that Manuel tion to make final commutation proof,
Basquez y Chavez, of Roy, N. M., to establish claim to the land above
who, on July 13th, 1903, made home- described, before Alex S. Busnkevitz,
stead entry No. 4799, for N 2 NE 14. U. S. Commissioner, at nis office in
SW 4 NE
NW 14 SE
section Roy, N. M., on the 29th day of July,
14, township 19 n, range 26 e, N. M. P. 1908,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
Claimant names as witness: J. H.
to make Final five year proof, to es- Hays, Thojnas. Bell,. F. M. Hughes,
tablish claim to the land above des Hattie McElroy. all of Solano, N. M.
cribed, before W. H Willcox, U. S
Edward W. Fox.
Court Commissioner, at his office in
Register.
Roy, N. M., on the 21st day of July,
4,

4,

4,

Don-acian-

4.

.

May 23, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Harry
G. Scott, of Solano, N. M., who, on
March 25th, 1907, made homestead
entry, No. 16617. for NW
section
3, township 18, N range 27 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before U. S. Commisioner,
A. S. Bushkevitz, at his offiice in Roy
1908.
N.M.,. on the 14th of July, 1908. Claimant names as witnesses: Ruben
Claimant names as witnesses: J. L. Vigil, of Wagon Mound, N.
M., Bacilio
Nicoley, C. C. Talbot, P. W. Cate.
Daniel Ho
S. A. Edwards, all of Solano, N. M. uarcia, Jose U. TruiUlo,
mero, of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Fox
Edward W. Fox,
.
Register.
Register,
4,

4,

.

June 4th,. .1908.
Notice is hereby jji ven that Trinidad

.

.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,

1--

ed, before A.S. Bushkevitz, U.S. Comm

'

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office. Clayton, N. M.,
Tnnn.ill. 1U1IU
Notice is herebv tfiven that TanriVn
Garcia, of Bueyeros, N. M., who, on
June 10th. 1901. made homestead pntrv
No. 2921, for NE
section 25, town- snip zi n, range 30 east, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final five vear nrnnf. t.r pe.
tablish claim to the land above des
cribed, before Malaquias Baca, U. S.
Court Commissioner, at his office in
De Haven. N. M.. od the 22nd dav of

Notice for Publication.
NOTICE

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, i
U, S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M..
-

4,

1

Tale The

Spani-

sh) American.
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HOUSE.

COLONY

Building That Will Cost but
Little.

A Good

Now that the cares of the poultry-maare centered on his growing
stock, and while every inch of housing
room is being taxed to the limit in
providing quarters for them, a suggestion for an inexpensive colony house
might be found advantageous to those
who are contemplating making more
room that they may more properly
n

poultry yard architecture, writes Fred
D. Silloway in the Poultry Journal,
and this point will be noted In the
foregoing plan. The portability and
durability will also be appreciated, for
with proper storing each winter such a
house can be made to last a number of
years, and with occaaslonal
or
from time to time, will
last indefinitely.
The open front feature, which has
been freely discussed In this and other
papers for some time, Is the most desirable and sanitary point of this colony house, and one that It will pay any
breeder to try. This house has given
very successful results in the hands of
the writer, having been in use a year,
under the varied conditions of weather. Young chicks iust from the brooder were housed in it until maturity.
and were at all times found to be in
the best condition. The window sash
was left open at an angle of 45 degrees
all the time and served only as an
awning, protecting the opening from
the rain. When the weather became
cool in the fall a curtain of muslin
wa3 stretched over the opening and
gave better results than the glass win
dow. The principle of allowing the
circulation of fresh air will be found
Ideal, and no one, no matter how skep
tical, need be afraid of adopting It. It
will insure absolute freedom from disease and give surprising robustness
and general good health to the fowls.

W. L. Sutton,
Practical
Horseshoer

General
Blachsmitb

WEST SIDE
P. J. PICKERING

Contractor and Plasterer
DOES ALL KINDS OF FANCY
PLASTERING

I live

1

AND DECORATING,

CISTERNS,
FOUNDATIONS AND FLUE BUILDING.

mile northwest of Roy

For Information call at J.

ALL FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
My patrons

f-e-

tu-

-
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New

FkshAirColony Mouse

Tt

.

.

ROY LIVERY CO.
AVENUE.

AND RAILROAD

BEEKEEPER'S CONTRIVANCE.

.

Style of Metal Side and End
Spacer for Brood Frames.

Single and. Double Riyrs
Teaming andXransfering"

I am sending you a drawing of my
idea of the way the metal spacers
should be made, writes a correspond
ent of Bee Culture. If the upper one
I do not see
were nailed to the top-ba- r
why it would not strengthen the frame

AxJtot

'

speak for my workmanship.

CORNER OF THIRD STREET
u

Tyler's store

e
M

Saddle Horses

H
X
'.
O

REASONABLE RATES

V7

o

rrorr

Working Plan of Colony House.

take care of their future flocks. The
time has Dassed when the poultryman
will consign his maturing birds to an
old barrel, box or the trees and consistently expect them to develop into
eonrl breeders or nrlze winners. To
eet the best results the modern fan
cler appreciates the value of sanitary
housing, for upon this almost to as
great an extent as proper feeding, depends the welfare and future health of
our growing fowls.
This house Is built of the lightest
üosslble material, the entire frame be
strips put
ing constructed of
together with small nails, that tne
wood will not split. By referring to
the accompanying illustration some
general idea of the plan of the framo
can be worked out, although it is not
given In detail. Over this frame Is
stretched common noultry .netting and
securely nailed to the frame, and over
this is tacked a good quality of either
tarred paper or any of the prepared
rooflne materials that are on the mar
ket. The openings as are suggested
In the drawing, are for a door at the
end and a window in the front, with a
Bmall opening below to allow easy &ccess for the fowls. The tarred paper
is firmly tacked around the edges of the
roof and relieves the necessity of
eaves. The laps where the widths of
each other should be
paper over-reac-h
tarred.' thus preventing leaking and
insuring against draughts. The floor
should be made separate in one piece
to facilitate cleaning and can be attached to the upper portion by means
of small Ijpoks and eyes. Small nesh
netting is tacked on the inside of the
opening in the front and a window
sash or wooden frame covered with
muslin is hung by hinges at the top,
and can 'be swung outward when it is
not needed for protection from the
of the weather. If glass window sash is used, it should seldom be
closed, for, except in case of storms
and beating rain, the fowls will be in
Ideal condition with It open day and
night, the netting giving ample protection from all ordinary prowling pests.
of
Economy should be the key-no- t
lx2-inc- h

DAY

NIGHT

--

AND

I

ROY LIVERY CO. I

First

Class Service
Rutea Reasonable.

Special Attention to

Traveling Public.

BRANCH HOTEL
P. P.
Use of Metal Spacers.

BRANCH, Prop.

ROY, NEW MEXICO

corner. I should not want tne lower
spacer as now made, because bees'
would surely fill in between with
propolis, In most localities (ask Dr.
Miller). It might be better to have
Just two pieces to one frame one at
but stamped three
each end of top-baplaces, and put on the other way, so as
as well.
to form the

Meo In
.

Neatly FurnlMied

at all Hours

Rooms.

If Ordered.

.

r,

end-spac-

A. E.

POULTRY POINTS.
If male and females both have narrow combs they may produce chicks
with single combs.
Work birds up to standard all
around, instead of one point at a time.
Keep all the points in view.
Milk is one of the best feeds for
laying hens. It pays to divide it be
'
tween the pigs and the hens.
Grease is a killer of insects, and it
does not hurt the fowls. Kerosene la
as grease
not needed as a
will do the work.
I lost most of my early hatches last
year with gapes and tried many remedies without avail. When the later
chicks came off I took them ..to a
woodlot some little distance from the
usual haunts of the fowls and raised
all but two, which the hawks caught

Clifford

(P. 0. Solano, N. M.)

Painter and Paper Hanger
GLAZING

KALSOMINING

Roy and Solano, N. M.

(

lice-kille-

Scrubs, Grades or Pure Bred?
The scrub hen and the scrub farmer make a scrub team; the grade hen
and' the grade farmer make a grade
teams always attract
team; pure-breattention.
d

McKinney

$ Sliinner

General BlacKsmiths
WOOD WORK A SPECIALTY.
ALL WORK DONE PROMPTLY.
.

.

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED.

the Panama zone as chief sanitary of
ficer, and March 4, 1907, was made a
member of the isthmian canal commission. At Panamá, he proceeded to
'clean up" and to prevent the devek
opment of disease by fighting the mosquitoes.
Describing the general measures for
sanitation along the Panama zone, Col:
Gorgas said:
"We found a strip of country ten
miles wide and 46 miles long, with a
considerable settlement at each end
and almost 25 hamlets between. We
followed the methods which had rid
Havana of yellow fever, a scourge that
had been epidemic for 150 years. We
stopped the fever In 16 months.
"In the city of Panama alone, where
each house was fumigated three
times, we burned 100 tons of pyre-thru200 tons of sulphur and large
quantities of other disinfectants. Four
hundred men were engaged in the
Ninety-eigh- t
per cent, of the
work.
West India negroes, who, came to dig
the canal, had malaria, and the parasite was found in the blood of 70 per
cent, of those persons whom we exam ..
ined at random."

GO RGAS, CLEANSER
OF PANAMA ZONE, HONORED.

COL. WILLIAM

of American Medical
Association Has Attained an International Reputation Among
the Scientists.

New President

Chicago.
Wü' i.
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Col. William

Gorgas
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walking easier, may quickly be tossed
a
and sleeveless ,he tPana
have been recog-teria- l
ke
nightdress or wrapper of sheer ma- - wr
b
n
zed
he
Jed,cal Profession in his
will allow lots of sun to get at
Pudency of the
.ectlon
your
RECOMMENDED AS A PRESERVER
skin and do Its healing work on
American Medical association, has at-fpores.
your
also,
the
Let
hair
down,
OF HEALTH.
that, too, is benefited by air and talned an International reputation
among scientists.
He Is generally
sunlight
for
credit
ttejaewTe
If you are not very strong, Just
All of Us Should Get More Exposure
lng in the sun in a steamer chair will !:eed Havana of
to the Air Wonderful Cures
zone,
considered one
once
build you up. If vigorous enough, cal- the canal
Have Been Reported In
isthenics In your airy costume Is beti
1
Germany.
ter still.
The value of this exercise and sun
"If you want to keep well, take sun
bath combination has been proved In
NATURE AS A SCULPTRESS.
baths," Is the latest health dictum.
Not all of us can carry this treat- an open air institution for men and
Waves of Ages Have Set Up Monument
ment to the extreme of the enthusi- boys in Germany, where wonderful
to Washington in His Name State. '.
asts who spend the greater part of cures are being made of rheumatism,
each day exposing their bodies to the neuralgia, slight paralysis and nervSeattle, Wash. From the most
air, but all of us can, with a little man- ous affections.
northwesterly
point of the state which
agement, get more sun than we do.
The patients exorcise in a
bears the name of Washington, Itself,
If you have a sheltered yard or back
space, clothed only In light
the most northwesterly in the Union,
porch spend as much time as possible bathing trunks. The grounds ara
a likeness of the father of his country
on It Wear the airiest kind of cos- equipped with an open-ai- r
gymnasium,
chiseled by nature through a multi- - '
tume. The neighbors may be horri- tennis courts, shower baths
and
tude of years, looks out across the
fied, but shut out their prying gaze by couches for resting. Even when, the
water to British territory, a silent warscreens.
snow Is on the ground this somewhac
der of the nation's outpost. This great
Barefeet or sandals which make chilly cure Is vigorously carried on. sculptured rock upon the beach is
such a replica of the profile of Wash- (Kn
I
.V n . It Ml,vt Vawa Vrtn.
TO TRIM EVENING GOWNS.
OF SILK OR CASHMERE.
work of a Gilbert Stuart But Nature
Figured and Flowered Net Can Be
as the sculptress, using as her tools
'
Used to Advantage.;
the lapping waves of ages, has Bet Up
this monument to the greatest AmeriA very effective trimming for evecan, in honor of the country, and the ;
ning gowns is the figured net which
state which bears his name.
has been so popular for entire cosHad the International boundary line
tumes. The use of It In trimming has
moved Ave miles to the" east-;- ,
been
of the deadliest spots in the world, as ward, as It passes among the islands
now superseded its use for entire
healthful as Illinois or Vermont.
gowns to some extent, although entire
that form the archlpalego lying beCol. Gorgas Is a native of the south. tween Vancouver Island and the main- gowns of the net are still used.
He was born In Mobile, Ala., October
The flowered net when used as trimiauu, mío Diaiuc ui vv aoiiiugiuu nuuiu
3, 1854. His father was a leader in the
ming Is employed on frocks of the
have been on British soil. But evi- -'
Gorgas.
army
Josiah
Gen.
confederate
same color as the groundwork, or If
dently nature had the boundary dls- - '
At the age of 21 Col. Gorgas was grad. pute
used on transparent frocks of another
between Great Britain and Ameri
uated from the University of the ca setuea long Deiore tne question
color the lining is of the color of the
South. Sewanee, Tenn. He finished
flowered net Chiffon net, tulle and
nearly involved the two nations in
his professional course four years war half a century ago. Washington
mousseline de sole, are trimmed with
later at Bellevue hospital medical col rock lies at the
the flowered net.
water's edge on Wal-drolege, New York city, and became
On one very effective frock of pale-blu- e
most northwesterly
island,
the
member of the house staff of the hos- of
net, flowered net having a back
the San Juan group of islands to
of
this
Dltal..
months
a
few
After
ground of blue on which were scatthe northward of Puget sound.
work he entered the army service.
tered pink roses, was used for a panel
British forces tried to hold all these
a
lieuten
as
was
His first appointment
down the front and a deep border on
islands,
but they were routed by the
ant of the medical corps, in 1880. He American troops. Crumbling
the skirt The flowered net was also
1 I
Y
forts and
where
Texas,
was
sent
to
Brown,
Fort
used around the top of the bodice.
y
to
ancient
blockhouses
remain
he was the victim of an attack of yel remind
Above the net on the bodice there
people of the struggles of
the
been
the
have
low
Misfortunes
fever.
was a delicate wreath of little pink
early days that now have been almost
making of many men, and In the case
roses like those In the net. Here and
forgotten.
experience
Gorgas
personal
of
Col.
there on the skirt were little garlands
Not far from Waldron island Nature
with the dread disease gave him an In
of artificial roses arranged to match
has become a shipbuilder and has
silk,
fine
Soft
cashmere
French
or
to
was
In
bear
destined
terest
that
it
net.the wreaths on the
This was a
raised an island out of the water that
dancing frock for a young girl, and, washable flannel could be used for the important results for the good of the looks so like a modern
battle ship,
gown
lounging
or
;
illus
robe
boudoir
world.
flowered
indeed, the
net trimming is
even to the fighting tops, that passing
trimming
consisting
either
the
trated,
One year after the appointment of
much more suited to young girls than
of ribbon bands, silk braid or bands of Lieut. Gorgas to the army service, Dr, vessels, not knowing it to be of earth
to older women.
silk or satin. The model was made Carlos Flulay, a practicing physician and rock, have been known to Balute
of pale pink silk, with a ribbon border In Havana, first brought to the notice with their whistles what they supLET THE SUNSHINE IN.
showing bouquets of roses. Pink silk of the world the theory that mos posed was a majestic representative of
Forget the Carpet Sometimes for the tassels were used on the pointed over. qultoes caused the spread of yellow the American navy. Battleship island,
sleeves, which were cut in one with fever; MaJ. Ronald Ross of the British-- or as it is sometimes called, More's
Sake of Brightness.
medical service also discov Island, is located at the entrance of
What a great mistake a woman the body of the robó. The undersleeves India
were
of
ruffled
lace.
ered that malaria was also carried the Strait de Hara, the main channel
makes not to let the sunshine in!
one person to another by the bite between Vancouver island and the
from
Does It profit her to gain brightness
Hat.
The
San Juan group.
of her carpets when she is bound to
Hats continue their charming man of the anopheles mosquito, and scienThe tides, have performed another
have her children lose the brightness testations. Among their varied forms tists began to awaken to the Imporqueer
sai iu uuuvaruuK. ua immense
thorough
tance
systematic
of
and
in
of their eyes Md become pale and there Is none prettier than this the
' subject.
Col; boulder on the beach of Sucia island
vestigation
on
this
!
wan?
" Of roal oloiranpA
la
into the likeness of a Chinese, with a
There is no comfort In a room that lightcharming to the eye and 'lends
!;ga8 made such an investigation
grass hat like an immense rice bowl
the sun does not shine in. It is some- Itself easily to a great variety of .,
I
over ms neaa. The size of Tne
army
according
to
Mosquitoes,
the
not
be
tolerated.
thing that should
trimming, flowers, ribbons or plumes.
Many children become every day The heavy, rather clumsy fur toques investigations, do not originate the Chink," as the rock is called, may be
m
realized by comparing it with the
favai
aitnnil vallnn
VI U1H rt Vl
U1U1H
LJ V Ul mola.
more dull and uninteresting through of the winter, sitting low and squarely
J
deprivation of the sunshine they re- on the head, are reproduced for the ria, but carry both, after biting human sheep that stand beside it, and which
beings. The stegomyia insects are na-- look little larger than rats.
quire.
summer in fine, soft straws of de.The Island in front of the little
Have. you ever placed a plant in a licious colorings. They are trimmed lives of India and the Philippines, but
dark corner of the cellar and watched on one side only with a great chou of the yellow fever organism has never summer resort on East sound looks as
been taken into those countries, hence if it might have been brought across
it dally turn whiter and whiter?
ribbon or of flowers, shooting a tail
the mosquitoes are not dangerous to the Pacific from a Japanese lake. Its
And can you expect your babies to aigrette.
stunted trees are oriental, Its buildlife or health there.
light
that gives
thrive without the
For his work In Havana MaJ. Gorgas ings look lige pagodas, and it seems to
iife.
Man's inferiority to woman is es- Think on it. Don't keep the shades tablished by the fact that he can't . was promoted to colonel by special act rest in a summer sea for all the world
of congress in 1903. He was sent to ana me uuwtjiy a.iuUUIu
work and talk at the same time.
down to protect the carpet!

TRY THE SUN BATH
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A. 3. BUSHKEVITZ,
President and Secretary,

V. S. BUSHKEVITZ,
Eastern Representative,
Lemont, III.

Roy, New Mexico.
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Land Locators and Surveyors
-

Homeseekers can obtain reliable information as to vacant lands, all surveys and
descriptions guaranteed to be correct or money refunded.

reports are received of all the doings at the District land office
as to all classes of entries made and contests filed.

Daily and weekly

Real Estate Bought and Sold
CALL AND LIST YOUR PROPERTIES

REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
AND LOANS
.

Our president is also an official county surveyor of Mora
county, with an experience of twelve years in this county, which
is the only reliable and correct work protected by the laws of the
territory, besides guaranteed by himself.
He is also a United States Commissioner, before whom land
filings can be made, as well as final proofs and contests heard ;
and managing editor of the
Spanish-America-

n.

We buy and sell land, scrip, soldiers' additional homestead
rights, patented claims, etc.

COLLECTION

AND

We are in position to give you the very best information
as to bargains on any kind of real estate or business that you may
want to buy or rent. Our listings are complete in all kinds of
choice properties. By dealing with us you deal with a reliable
firm.

Our

office

is in charge of Miss Jessie Crouse, assistant

secre-

tary. Patrons are invited to make it their headquarters while in
town. We have our own conveyances to haul people out to see the
lands.
Rates reasonable.

LAW BUREAU LAND

.

Courteous treatment.

MATTERS A SPECIALTY

We can also serve you with a Complete
Abstract of Mora County.

ROY, MORA COUNTY,
BRANCH OFFICES

NEW MEXICO

269 Dearborn St., Chicago,

111.

Lemont,

111.'

El

Hispano Americano

Periódico Senanal.
Publicado por la Compañía Publicista del Condado de Mora (Inc.).
k. S. BUSHKEVITZ.
E. H. BIERNBAUM.

.Editor Principal
. .Editor Asistente
.

PRECIO DE SUBSCRIPCION
Por ua año
$1 . 50
Por. seis meses
75
Por cuatro meses
50
La subscripción deberá pagarse adelantada.
El Hispano Americano se envía á,
todas las estafetas, y tiene una circulación grande y creciente entre la
gente Inteligente y. progresista del
sudoeste.
Las leyes de los Estados Unidos requieren que cualquiera persona pagará por un periódico mientras continúe
tomándolo de la estafeta, aunque el
tiempo por el cual se suscribió haya
expirado.
Reglas de esta Redacción.
Comunicaciones se publicarán, pero
á la resposabilidad del que las mande.
Esta redacción se reserva todo
de publicar comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones con lenguaje
se 'echarán al canasto del
Si Jos comunicados son muy
la redacción tomará lo más Im
portante para publiccaclon.
En política este periódico será Re
publicano y defenderá sus principios.
DIRECTORIO OFICIAL.

ROPER FOR WALLS

GO TO

The Mint Saloon

USE CARE IN SELECTION OF THE

PAPER.

P. H. FOSTER

Fop

Size of Rooms to Be Decorated Is On
of the Most Important of Consid-

erations

Territorial.
Delegado

Si Cigars

the Best Wines, Liquors

The Best Imported and Domestic Liquors and
Cigars. Courteous Attention
Given All Customers

Background for
Pictures.

v

Great care should be taken In
choosing wall paper. A large room
needs a larger design than a small one,
and the latter may frequently be made
to look large simply by the choice of
paper. Color, too, Is Important. It Is
hardly wise to purchase paper In the
shop; but samples should be placed on
the walls In the room where they are
to be used, with every effect of light.
Green, dark red, and rich brown are
Bate colors to choose. The library demands something quiet and restful,
and the same is true of a sitting- room or a bedroom in constant Use. If
the room to be papered has many pictures, the wall paper must be such as
to form a good background. Plain or
papers are excellent for
such rooms. For rooms like the nursery, one can buy specially designed pa
pers, such as Dutch and Kate Green-wa- y
figures, Noah's ark, rollicking
children, etc. For bedroom, trellis and
flower designs are charming.
American wall papers are often
more realistic than those of foreign
manufacture, and the best designs originate In our art schools. Papers are
of two sorts, the machine and the
The former are stamped
with the design by direct printing on
the paper as it rolls out from the ma
designs are
chine. The
applied by blocks,
and some of the best designs are for
the first season printed in this way,
and a year or two later brought out
Flock paby ' the machine process.
pers are those in which a velvety effect is produced by using powdered
wool or silk. If plaster walls have be
come cracked, it is a good plan to
cover them with something stronger
than ordinary paper, and various kinds
of burlap can be chosen for this pur

Roy

Trust and Savings Banh
PAID-U- P

Frank A. Roy, President.

hand-printe-

Dr.

P. B. Evans,

Vice President;

William C. Roy, Cashier.
W.

two-tone- d

en el
Congreso.
George Curry Gobernador.
Nathan Jaffa Secretarlo.
Wm. J. Mills Juez Superior.
C. W. G. Ward
Procurador.
Secundlno Romero Escribano de la
Corte.
Condado de Mora.
"
Malaqulas - Martínez Miembro del
Consejo.
E. H. Blernbaum Representante.
E. E. Studley Representante.
José Vlblan Fresquez Juez de Prue
pose.
bas.
days, wall pa
In the
Juan Navarro Escribano de Con
per came in rolls 20 inches wide, indado.
Juan B. Martínez Alguacil Mayor. stead of 18 inches, as at present.
Charles U. Strong Tesorero y Col Borders were not made to match the
lector.
designs in the wall paper, so the cusAlbino Martinez Asesor.
tomer selected the decoration he want
Ricardo Martínez Superintendente ed for his wall, and then.--toothe
de Escuelas.
looked best with it. Borborder
that
Alex. S. Bushkevitz Agrimensor.
background were in
Juan de Mata Mares, Damaclo Ta ders with glit
paper
foya, George V. Santistevan
Comls general favor. English wall
the
then
18
yards;
of
rolls
came
in
lonados de condado.
length of a roll was reduced to sixteen,
Precintos del Condado.
until now some do not contain more
Mora Roberto Homero, J. P.; Juan than 13 yards. It is said that an early
Anto Gulterraz, S. A.
manufacturer of wall paper paid his
Cleveland Eplfanlo Espinosa, J. P.; color mixer $60,000 a year, and an asJacobo Pando, S. A.
sistant $15,000. When wall paper was
Guadalupita José de Jesus Torres, made by hand, the borders sold as
J. P.; Plácido Jaramtllo, S. A.,
high as $3.50 a Blngle roll, or $7 a douN
Cherry Valley M. S.Wasson, J. P, ble roll.
J,
Gonzales,
La Cueva Donaciano
P.; Luis Manzanares, S. A.
To Renew an Old Chest.
San José Manuel García, J. P.;
To clean and brighten an old dusty
José Trinidad Martinez, S. A.
chest get half a pint of beer and heat
Golondrinas Ed F. Jager, J. P.
until it is 98 degrees. With rather a
stiff brush go over all the carved parts
P.;
Jul
Alejandro
J.
Mares,
Ocaté
and get out as much dust as you can;
lan Duran, S. A.
then brush over with hot beer; when
J.
Salazar,
P.;
Francisco
Holman
thoroughly dry, polish with beeswax
Pedro Lucero, S. A.
and turpentine, using a brush, for the
Vigil,
P.
J.
Benito
Wagon Mound
parts. The kind of brush that
Armento Encarnación Garcia, J. P. carved
usually
sold as a shoe brush does
is
El Llano Delfino Pacheco, J. P. very well, and if washed afterward
Francisco Lopez, S. A. can be used for many things.
Chacon Juan P. Ortega, J. P.; Por
firio Pacheco, S. A.
Small Girl's Hair.
Abuelo Benigno Trujlllo, J. P.
To dress the hair of the baby girl
A.
S.
U.
Garcia,
José
who is not blessed with curly locks,
Cármen Jacobo Lobato, J. P.; Clo take a piece of ribbon iust long enough
Vigil,
A.
S.
dóves
to reach across top of head from ear
Corrlllera Eplfanlo Martinez, J. A. to ear, fasten to each end a bow or ro
Juan C. Blea, S. A.
sette and a narrow elastic to fit snugTurqulllo :Marino Gonzales, J. P. ly around the head beneath the hair.
'
Cesario Gallegos, S: A.
hair back or part in midGascon José H. Martinez, J. P. Brush the
Place the ribbon on
side.
on
or
dle
Aniceto C. Archuleta, S. A.
rosette above each ear.
a
head,
the
J.
Guadalupe
Wm
Garcia,
P.;
Roy
This will keep the hair in place and
A. Brummage, S. A.
Watrous Francisco Gonzales, J. P, be becoming.

CAPITAL, $15,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.

F. Buchanan and Ignacio Maestas.

We do general banking business.

Our business methods are

conservative, an.d our safes and vaults are both burglar and fire
proof

Roy,

hand-printe-

W. H. Andrews

SON, Props.

'fir

of

the modern kind. We solicit your patronage.

Mora Co.,

New Mexico

d

JOCKEY CLUB SALOON
LEANDRO

ARCHULETA, Proprietor.

The Best Imported and Domestic Liquors and
Courteous attention given all customers.
Clark's Pure Rye and

Cjars

Whiskey our Specialty.

THIRD DOOR SOUTH OP POSTOFFICE

ROY, NEW MEXICO

5

laim of Springer
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO.

r

CAPITAL PAID UP $30,000

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
S. Floersheim, Vice President.
C. N. Blackwell, President.
D. J. Devine, Cashier.
R. E. Alldredge.
M. M. Salazar.
G.W.Gillespie.

NEAREST BANKING TOWN
TO ROY

INVEST IN TOWN LOTS
There la no Investment ao sure aa land
and no Inveatmenta that give larger reo quick aa Town Lota. Thouturn
sands of men have made Independent
fortunes In town lots. Why not you?
A few dollars Invested now may mean
a fortune to you in the near future.

NEW MEXICO, Is
NORTHEASTERN
situated on the Dawson branch of the
&
S.
E. P.
W. railroad and in the famous Black Lake Mesa country, fifty-on- e
miles north of Tucumcarl, and with
a surrounding country of fifty miles in
every direction without railroad points.
A GRAND AUCTION SALE OP TOWN
vicinThe free homes In the near-b- y
ity, a choice lob of relinquishments and
LOTS WILL TAKE PLACE! AT
deeded
make
lands,
this
the
chance
MOQUERO ON JULY 9 & lO a lifetime to secure a home and profita-of
when we will offer for sale a choice ble investment.
Special traína and excursion will be
lot of residence and business lots to the
highest bidder for cash and on the In- run from all parta to Moquero for the
Grand IOt Sale.
stallment plan.
MOQUERO, THE COMING TOWN OF
For further information address

MOQUERO LAND AND LOCATING CO.
COULD, NEW MEXICO

'

young men like their father, having
a bifurcated thumb.
Though they
to 8Uer no inconvenience from
ff01extra
thumb on each hand, the
)yst.8ay íhy7uld haVe mUc.h rather
luc mumu UttU UCCU tt IUO tt 11 WUU1U
have been mifch easier to put the extra
toe In a shoe than It Is to put the extra
thumb in a glove.
The building committee of the board
of control of the Sixteenth National
Irrigation Congress and International
jiAyuoiLiuu lu ue nciu HI Al- buquerque next fall, have awarded the
contracts for the construction of. the
exposition buildings, work to begin immediately and the buildings rushed to
completion. The Casino, the old Floral
hail and Society hall, the first two
owned by the Albuquerque Traction
Company, and the last named owned
by the Mutual Benefit Society, have
been secured by the board of control
and will form a part of the White City.
In all there will be ten large buildings
and a number of smaller ones,

Arrested for Valdez Murder.
An Albuquerque dispatch of June
22nd Bays: Albino Gurule and An-- ' I
with fh mnr.
,h.r
der of Juan Va'ldez at Cabezón, Sando- cuntirr ' at nlrlnlahf Maw 1th würü '
brought here tonight and are being
sweated in Jail.
They are charged with entering the
house of Valdez and deliberately cutting off his head with an axe before
the horrified gaze of his two lltle sons.

tnnin.iD.
1

I

here and the prisoners will haiLQ n
hearing before Judge Abbqfct in1 the
District Court in two or three days.
The boys positively Identify Gurule
and also Incriminate another man, a
prominent resident and former official
of Sandoval county, whose name has
not been given out. His arrest is expected soon. It is said that Gurule,
years old, had been
who is fifty-eigh- t
refused by a young woman who con
sented to become the wife of valdez,
and that Gurule
who was thirty-five- ,
was also Jealous of valdez because tne
latter had been appointed to succeed
him as school director.
The body of Valdez was dragged
away and hidden In an arroyo. The
prisoners were released on a nominal
bond by a justice of the peace at Ca- bezon, but were arrested again by a
mounted police. Cabezón is the cen
ter of a wild and lawless section where
murders and incendiarism are of frequent occurrence and the authorities
say they are determined to break up
these conditions.

I

I

WOMAN'S MOST ATTRACTIVE

AGE

"Eighteen; when girls have a brighana connaeni ouuook on me. caí
and joyoug gplrltg h,gh aims anf
noble aspirations.".

-

i

ROT, NEW MEXICO.

IM

LUMIV
The fast growing and prosperous lit
tle town of about 500. Inhabitants, lo- Vhe DaW8n Branh 0f th' BI
ou uuu ouuuiwoaiciu OJBIWIH ill the
eastern part of Mora county, has since
Its opening to the new comer and
homeseeker on January 1, 1907, shown
a wonderful development as to popula
ROY, NEW MEXICO.
tion and agricultural pursuits, about
S0O homesteaders
and desert entries
were Tiled on since that date and more
are coming in with every excursion, it Is Stone Work, Carpenter and Plasterer.
now the largest precinct in the county
as to size and population.
The town is coming to the front with
Adobe-mákina Specialty.
modern and
business houses,
In aplte of the money stringency; buildings are erected In all parts of the
Flnt-claRates
town, yet there are a good many busi$1.50 and 2.00
ness opportunities and chances for any A ccomniodatlona
kind of investment.
There are many thousands of acres of
good level agricultural
land around
Roy, that may be filed on under the
Homestead desert land laws.
During the past season the first ex
'ROY, N.
perience by the new farmers proved
that anything can be grown on oür soil,
Homeseekers can obtain satisfactory
such as wheat, oats, corn, sugar cane. rates by asking for same.
kaffir corn, mllo Maize and vegetables,
A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.
as good as can be grown in the eastern
states.
Water can be gotten at a depth of 30
to 150 feet, anywhere around Roy. Well
drillers have not failed yet In obtaining
water for those for whom they have
J. M. WILBURN, Prp.
'
drilled.
The town of Roy will In the very near
future be the county seat of a new First-class
Accomodations at Reasoncounty, as Its adjacent vicinity Is des
able Rates.
tined to be the most prosperous com
n
part of
munity in the
New Mexico.
k. S. Bushkevltz, Pres.
Max M. Bushkevltz, Vice Pres.
A, BushUevltz. Seo. and Treat

Builder

T
I

g

M

Oriental

n.

HOTEL ROY

Eren time changes, says old hi
Chestnut, In Sedgwick (Kan.) Para
graph. When I was a boy the old
grandfather's clock stood In the hall
ticking away deliberately: "raice-your- Stockman Stabbed at Roswetl.
Nowadays the
time,
uow
UIDv,u
. tn hiv
i
nun of these little
says: Henry m. tfoyce, or .canning, fd,in
goes like bhizes
Texas, half owner of the Block Cattle round clocks that
"Get-thersayB:
nnd mannesr of the immense and
MORA COUNTY
"
seriouslv stabbed In
FIT outfit wasalleged
Popula
Area, 2,642 square miles.
by Oscar. Har-berthe breast, it is
tton, 13,000; the census of 1900 gave it a
after an altercation at Riverside
The ameer of Afghanistan has Is population of
10,304.
Assessed valua
stock yards today. - Boyce was brought sued a, decree to the' effect that his
here in an automobile and given medi- subjects who join the parties Invading tion, $1,175,823. County seat, Mora.
Postofflces. Mora, Wagonmound, La
Barring possibility of
cal attention.
dominions of Great Brit-- Cueva, Cleveland, Guadalupita, Chacon,
blood poison, or other complication, he I the Indian
ain shall have their feet cut off. This Ocate, Roy, Lucero, Halls Peak, Hol- uMll lllrolv rppnvor
It Is alleeed that Harbert was treat- - ' Is not so severe a punishment as the man, Webér, Shoemaker, Watrous
.i i.ft.,,A fr audi ufTi mnn.
i
Mills, Ledoux.
intr a hnroa Inlllim anal w DTirl whOTl OIMora County's agricultural products
Boyce,
cursing
began
dered to cease
archs who have been accustomed to
who struck him in the face with his remoTm(t the heads of the disobedient. exceed those In value of any other New
Mexico county, and U,caa. rightfully
i Us fist and with a quirt-Harb- ert,
The" Ameer la getting modernized. And
of being the leading
said, then drew a knife and stabbed th Denaity lf impoáed, will be quite claim the honor
county in the territory.
agricultural
,hf:,1 sufficient to check any extended move- - However, its range interests exceed In
rno,,u
tv,
value even its agricultural wealth. Tet
..
nf ment Indiaward.
...i!.-miti
y handicapped for a its area is only 2,542 square miles, beserious
would
U
being
After
injured
wound.
man's
the
county,
of any
stabbed, Boyce wrenched the. knife "hike" through the wild Donerianas. ing less than thatFe, Taos, other
Bernal
and
excepting
Santa
doing
so
away from Harbert and in
illo; still this area is more than twice
broke his own little finger.
FOR SALE.
that ot Rhode Island and 600 square
i
miles greater than that of the state of
According to the census of
Murdered Man's Body Found.
Delaware.
about
land,
alfalfa
of
1,000
acres
is 10,304, or four
population
1900,
its
SherA Carlsbad dispatch says that
three mifes from Moqulero, which can people to the square mile, a density of
iff Lucas and posse have found the
only by Santa Fe,
body of J. C. Freeman, a horse- be Irrigated from rich wells, at $12.50 population exceeded
Taos counties.
Bernalillo,
and
mysteriously
who
man and trapper,
per acre.
The county is mountainous, the main
disappeared some months ago. The
488 acres of black rich bottom land, ridge of the Rocky mountains passing
body was found in a lonely canon fifty
throutrh its western part, while the
miles northwest of Carlsbad with a. water very shallow, a good field for foothills extend almost to the eastern
ball
per
head,
the
acre,
six
through
plow,
at
the
$25
an artesian
bullet hole
boundary. Some of the peaks rise to
having entered at the base of the miles from Roy.
an altitude of over 13,500 feet, while
brain.
480 acre cattle ranch, about one and the lowest point in the county has an
Some weeks before he disappeared,
miles from Roy, plenty of altitude of 4,000 feet.
Freeman told his friends that some- one-hal- f
The hills are renerally timbered, and
to
expected
water, fine shelter and enough farm a portion
one was after him and ho
of the Pecos River Forest Re
p rom mo iiib.ui
IS in tne county,
be killed soon.
land to raise feed on for stock, price serve
range, broken by the foothills, the mesa
No clue to the murderer has been $3,000,"houses
sloping
toward the
gently
fences.
and
extends
found. Freeman had been dead at
southeast. There are picturesque canmaking the
valleys,
yons
160 acre farm and ranch, about one
and fertile
.least three months.
topography a verjr broken one. The
miles west of Roy, plenty county is almost entirely in the drainand one-hal- f
age basin of the Canadian River, the
Socorro has the distinction of organ of good water, price $1,000.
Mora Kiver, a inouiary oí me anaReSherman
izing the first Taft and
320 acre farm and ranch one mile dian. Other tributaries of the Cana
was
organization
dian in the county are tne ucate, tne
publican club. The
from town, good improvements and Vermejo,
and the El Perro. The Sweet
perfected and was holding a parade
water is a triDUtary oi tne uchio. auj
water,
spring
fenced,
shallow
fine
and
of
news
the
after
on
hour
half
within
principal tributaries of the Mora are
the
price $4,000.
the Coyote, the Cebolla, the Sapello,Pecos
the nomination of Sherman.
Guadalupita, and the Lobo. The
20 patented 160 acre claims, all the River rises in the western part of the
The big reduction plant of the Enterthe Santa Cruz, the
prise Mining Company, at Cooney, So- way from five to fifteen miles from county, and so does
drainage basin
latter belonging to the
corro county, which was recently en- town, at $500' to $1,500 per claim.
of the Rio Grande.., The tributaries of
40
miles in
larged at great cost, has burned to the
abOut
drain
Mora
12 choice relinquishments
close to the
length of the eastern slope of the
ground and is a total loss. The .buildImportan
play
mountains and
ing represented an investment of about town, all the way from $100 to $1,000. Rocky
part in 4he determination of the
ant
150,000, with .$20,000 Insurance.
Hotel furnished complete, two story stream flow.
On June 21st, near St. Vrain, New building and two corner lots, price
and Edward
Mexico, R. M. Sailer
l,50t).
;
Jones, cattlemen, were both killed in
A bargain In four choice corner lots
and
neighbors
a duel. The men were
mmrreied over a cattle trade. Revol with large dwelling house and the
fired slmultane finest location for an
hotel
vers were ..drawn and
...
deeded land.
i.ii.. kihbu. nnv, and bar T00m ln tlie heart of towDi 16040 Acrés
ously. Botn were msianuy
Acres rough pasture and
farming land.
srnnd
level
ion
'
trouDie is saia w
'
180
stone houses, good springs and good
growth of an old feud. Both men were P"ce íM""adjoining;
relinquishmenti
For further information and par- acre
wealthy and highly respectea.
..
.
rich, sandy loam soil.
lingers ticulars write or call on the Roy
Seven men with eighty-fou- r
Three miles to Gould, 6 miles to Mo
quero, a ráilway townsite.
is the record of a family living north Realty & Investment Company, Roy
FOR $l,TSO.
ALL
Farmterritory.
fjew
In
this
reMexico. The oldest and most
of Blacktower,
er Hoga was born with six fingerB on ijabie real estate firm In the town of MortUerO Land & LOCaUnQ. CO.
muHU6lw
.
.
-- -.
fcorf onH he has six sons who
ess none
'ne Clienia ana
GOÓLO. N.'M
have each come into the - world with a
supernumerary of digits,- each of the speaK ror themselves.
north-easter-
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NEW MEXICO.

ROY, MORA CO,

Dr. L. II. McConnell
Physician and
Surgeon)

d

A BARGAIN
If tahen at once

u'

CALLS ANSWERED DAY and NIGHT

ROY, NEW MEXICO

C.

E. Farrington
Attorney

ATTEND

TO

Law

-- at-

LEGAL
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MAT-

TERS BEFORE ALL THE TERRITORIAL

COURTS.

LAND
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Clayton -

New Mexico

Union Co.
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S.

Bushkevitz

UNITED STATES COMMISSIONER,
COUNTY SURVEYOR
NOTARY PUBLIC.
JOHN FLORENCE,
Deputy
Chief
at Mora, New Mexico.
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Mozlco.
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HOMESEEKERS
Will do well by employing an official
surveyor and thus get correct line and
numbers.

(

...

'

Can make land filings, final proofs
and commence contests, in fact anything that you may require done In
the land business, to which we will

correctly and promtlv

ttend.

.

run

sPANisu-AMEitiPA-

SAVES MUCH .TIME

N.

EL HISPANO AMEIUCÁNO
A. S. BUSHKEVITZ.

E.

H.

Managing Editor,
Editor.

NEW

i

Roy, New Mexico.
BIERNBAUM,
Asst.
Mora, New Mexico.

COOKING
UTENSIL
IS HANDY.

THAT

French Land & Irrigation Co.
N. M.

SPRINGER,
C.

Weekley Newspapers.
Published by The Mora County
lishing Co., Inc.

By This Device Three Dishes May Be
Prepared at Once In the Same

Pub-

,

Entered at Roy and Mora, N. M.,
for transmission through the
mails as second class matter.
Subscription:
One year $2.00;
six
months $1.00; If paid In advance $1.50
per year.
Headquarters and Office at Roy, Mora
County, N. M. All communicltanos
are to be addressed to Alex. S. Bushkevitz, Secretary, Roy, N. M.
Also publishers of the El Hispano Americano, at Mora, N. M. Official newspapers and printers of the County of
Mora. The largest and best newspapers in Mora County and have the
largest circulation.
post-offic-
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Frying Pan

40,000 ACRES OP

Welcomed

E. Hartley, Resident Agent.

IRRIGATED

LAND FOR SALE

es

by Many.

in the

50,000-acr-

e

Capital $300,000

tract recently

Reservoirs & Ditches
will all be completed
by March

1.

1908.

The New Frying Pan. For the purchased of Captain French, adwoman who cooks for two a great conand
venience will be found in the new fry- joining Springer on the north
e
west. Every foot of this land is of PERFECT WATER RIGHT INing pan, In which It Is possible to
more than one dish at a time, the richest quality, capable of proCLUDED in EACH SALE.
thus saving fuel, utensils and, trouble.
every variety of crops
A picture in a recent magazine shows ducing
a simple frying pan, with ordinary adapted to this climate.
handle and different only In having a
NOW IS YOUR CHANCE TO
partition in the center bent in the
straight
V.
broad
Another
a
shape
of
GET A CHEAP HOME.
Notice to Advertiser.
Display ads. 15c an inch a week and piece goes from the point of the V
one
a
an
cent word
issue. to the other side of the pan. This
local liners
makes three compartments, and perMora County Publishing Co., Inc.,
mits the cooking of three dishes at
lloy and Morn) New Mexico.
Correspondence and Interviews In
once.'
SATURDAY, JULY 4, 1908.
For the bachelor girl in cramped
vited.
quarters who gets her own breakfast,
ROY.
any device is a help. Often her room
or studio is equipped with only one
A prosperous and growing new town gas burner, and it must be made to
in the eastern part of Mora county on do as much service as possible in a
the Dawson branch of the El Paso & limited time. Among the girls at the
miles Art institute there are many who cook
Southwestern railway, sixty-nin- e
their own meals with slim paraphernorth of Tucumcarl and forty-twnalia. An actress in the "Road to
INCORPORATED
miles east of Springer. Stock raising Yesterday" company, recently said;
Immigraand farming the Industries.
"Many of us prefer to breakfast in
tion coming rapidly. Large quantities our rooms rather than bother to dress
CAPITAL STOCK, $5,000.00
of government land open for settle- and go to the hotel dining room early
ment. Population, 500. Altitude, 6,525 la the day."
Trinidad Lucero, Vice Pres't
F. A. Roy, President
She proudly produced a tin cup and
feet.
E. H. Biernbaum, Treasurer
Secretary
she
which,"
A.
S.
Bushkevitz,
spirit lamp "by aid of
We give below a list of the leading a
said, "I can, in the course of human
enterprises of Roy:
PUBLISHERS OF
events, boil an egg and make a cup
Depot on the E. P. & S. W.
of coffee." Her ambition was to have
THE SPANISH AMERICAN (English Edition)
Postofllce.
a small gas burner and tube and a little frying pan of her very own. "Think
Meat market.
ANOne general wholesale and retail of the Welsh rabbit I could make, after
girl
the play," she said. To such a
DEL HISPANO
AMERICANO (Spanish Edition)
store.
and to thousands of her kind this new
shop.
Tin
welcome.
very
frying pan ought to be
Barbar shop.
ONLY AND OFFICIAL PRINTERS. OF MORA COUNTY
Polish Tarts. Roil some good puff
' '
Two hotels."
paste very thin. Cut Into three-inc;
Four saloons.
squares. Brush each square with the
A. S. Bushkevitz, Managing Editor.
i:
Newspaper.
white of an egg, then fold the corners
middle,
In
meet
the
they
all
so
'
E. H. Biernbaum, Assistant Editor.
that
Two lumber yards.
of an
white
the
with
over
all
Brush
T
Bank.
J egg, sift sugar over them and bake
Two general stores.
ROY AND MORA
NEW MEXICO
in a quick oven. When done, drop a
r
Bakery.
spoon of Jam or Jelly in the center
Blacksmith shop.
where the ends Join. '
One United States commissioner.
Dried Peach Pie. Until the fresh
One United States Court commis- peaches get a bit cheaper, the average
housewife will make her family consioner.
tent with pie made of the dried fruit,
Two surveyors.
This is really very nice if carefully
Two lawyers.
prepared. To the stewed and sweet
o
One real estate firm.
ened fruit add some sweet cream and
"j
Two locators.
a little butter. This, with some spice,
Justice of the peace.
;
makes the pie delicious, and is well
worth the trouble and trifle of added
Eight notaries public.
Live stock company.
f cost.
'
Cocoanut Pyramids. These can be
5
Two restaurants.
made
in ten minutes In the afternoon
.j)
One contractor and builder.
if company comes in for a cup of tea,
ft
Two doctors.
Beat the whites of two eggs with oneOne dentist.
half pound of powdered sugar; heat
Good opening for the the following well, until they will "stand alone."
f
cup of dessl
Then beat in
branches of business:
cated (or grated) cocoanut and shape
General wholesale and retail store.
into pyramids. They require no cook
Grain, seed and feed store.
ing, but should be placed in a greased
store.
implement
Hardware and
f
paper, and browned In 8
: jtin, or on
I.
Drug store.
quick oven. Chicago Journal.
Barber shop.
";
Meat shop.
Economy Eggs.
,
Blacksmith shop.
for this dish is cold
foundation
The
f
Bakery and confectionary .
boiled potatoes. Select large potatoes
Grocery store.
and cut thick slices lengthwise, so you
JÍ
Laundry.
have the largest oval possible. Have
"
ready some boiling hot lard or clarified
F
Building contractor.
fat. Drop into this the potato ovals
Planing mill.
and cook until golden brown. Drain
Modern hotel.
thoroughly. Arrange on a hot platter
Tailor shop.
with a rasher or "two of bacon cut
thin and cooked very crisp on each
slice of potato. ' Then poach an egg
(Incorporated)
for each person and lay this on a slice
New York and Everywhere
LIVERY, FEED AND BOARDING
of potato with the rasher of bacon in
STABLE.
between. A Bprig of parsley on one
tasty servFine Driving Horses and New Rigs. eide, and you have a very
ice. Be sure your poached eggs are
Prompt Service.
drained very dry, as the rasher of
North Main St.. 3 Doors South of P. O. bacon and potato should be very crisp.
pre-por-

This Land Will
Be Sold on

Easy Terms
RJora

County Publishing Go.
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one-hal-

Remington
Typewnt

.

is the Standard of the world,

by which all others are
measured.

Remington Typewriter Company

Leandro Archuleta

Official Directory

1th but little labor and Investment United Rtntps na thAv hnt
ion in on monthly. Freight wagons and the
Of capital.
-.
Clay for
red Mexirn. mil mnnv nf thom fnuirht In prairie
made the trip in six
and white sandstone, and limestone ex- - the Federal ranks during the Civil months, schooners
and some took a whole year
quuniiiies aim oi commer- - war. in ibu tne county ot Mora was to make a return trip.
"
.
TERRITORIAL.
cial quality. Near Wagon Mount de- - created nut of nnrt nf thA nnnntv nf to the traveler an oasis The aplace was
bulwark
i Taos.
W. H. Andrews. . .Delegate In Congress posits of alum are reported.
It had seven precincts then, one against the marauding and
Indians. The
George Curry. .Governor of New Mexico
of tne precincts, No. 4, Rayado, later old fort is 6,700 feet above
THE STOCK INDUSTRY. "
sea
level
Secretary
J. W. Reynolds
to' this vear's assesmAnt Vei;nse,re.c.te,l int0 t,"6 counties of Col-or- and situated in a valley twenty-fiv- e
Chief Justice theAccording
Wm. J. Mills
la una. union. Being on tne line
miles long and five miles wide. The
7
iKnnniaVn
countv
hnnt
has
District Atty
8. B. Davis
railroad 'in greater' part.' many priml Turkey Mountains lies to the east,
sheep, and 3,000 goats. As a matways still prevail side by side while to the west rise the majestic
Secundlno Romero. District Court Clerk 919
ter of fact these figures should be mul tive
advanced civilization, adding not slopes of the Rock mountains.-ThCOUNTY.
tiplier at least by two. The wool pro- awith
fort
to the bicturtsaueness
and was abandoned in 1891. An extinct cralittle
Councilman duced in the countv amounts tn nhnut
Malanulas Martinez
charms
of the section.
i
ter lies between It and Ocate, and for
Representative 750,000 pounds annually, and the cattle
E. H. Biernbaum
many miles around lava is piled up.
SETTLEMENTS.
Representative shipped out annually total almost a3
E. E. Studley
Wagon Mound and Mora are the Drln- Guadalupita is situated twelve miles
Jose Vivian Frezqulez. . .Probate Judge many as the assessment credits the clpal
of Mora in a beautiful vniw
north
towns
county
in llora
and are
....Probate Clerk county with. It has an ideal range and
Juan Navarro
by high mountains. The
surrounded
unuer
ireateq
tne
Sheriff
of
and
Cities
B.
ana
iead
Martinez
tne raising
Juan
rattening of beef cattle towns
valley round about Is well watered by
of New Mexico."
Chas. U. Strong. Treasurer and Collector is one of the prlnclDal industries
several
on
Watrous,
small streams, the chief of
Assessor around Wagon Mound, Watrous, and
the San Miguel county
Albino Martinez
which Is the Coyote,- which gets Its
other settlements. The eastern portion line, is next In importance as a ship- flow
Ricardo Martinez
from the Black Lakes, in Pnlfn
...Superintendent of Schools
entirely to stock raising ping point, being the second largest.
There is a sawmill, general
Surveyor heaevoiea
mesas support numerous flocks of settlement on the Santa Fe railway in county.
Alex S. Bushkevltz
store,
a church, and a school in the
or
county.
tne
are
heep
Aitalta
Board
and
fruit
Juan de Mata Harén
and herds of cattle. This im
settlement,
to
a
large
County
Wawhich also has a postoffice.
raised
extent
mense
around
range
Damacio Tafoya
stock
is
well
watered and
f
a nay, grain, potatoes and legumes are
Geo. V. Santistevan J Commissioners
has good shelter in its breaks and trous. There are two large store,
in
raised
large
shop,
blacksmith
quantities, but the chiei
two
a
churches,grass
and
canons. The
is verv nutritious.
PRECINCT.
is stock raising. Many thoublack gramma and blue Joint, and sclioolliou.se. One and a half miles industry
Justice of the Peace being
Guad Garcia
sand,
sheep
graze
In the hills, and on
years Is cut tor hay, yielding from Watrous the Santa Fe railway is
Deputy Sheriff ns most
Wm. A. Brumage
high as two tons to the acre. For operating a stone quarry which at; the mountains browse many herds of
BOARD OF EDUCATION.
employs from 300 to 400 men, cattle. Grass comes very t.jrly in tho
times
tunes
county
been
made
have
in
Mora
Chairman by stock raising, and
Alex 8 Bushkevitz
supplying ballast for the railway muís, ana tnererorn catt.o do excepman who posClerk sesses capital, some the
Herman Goodman .
track. Two train loads of stone are tionally well. The winters are mild.
experience
and
Member
Lucas Vigil
The road to the Black Lakes, Cimarron,
business ability can invest money to shipped daily. Population, 350.
Cleveland, better known as San An- Elizabethtown,
Taos
passes
and
no better purpose, than in this in
through Guadalupita, crossing tho
tonio,
lies
miles
west
Mora,
three
of
dustry.
WEALTH.
twenty-thre- e
Coyote
in
sawvalley.
Mora
Two
stores,
a
the
cantimes
in
the
AGRICULTURE.
The assessment of 1907 gives the taxMany a fishing party finds, its
mill, and postollice are here. Popula- on.
able wealth ot Mora county as $1,175,-82county
way
agriculture.
The
To
to
in
leads
canyon
000.
this
tion,
to
or
the Black
an Increase of $9,145 over the pre- gether with Taos county it was the
Agua Negra Is four miles west of Lakes, where trout fishing, as well as
vious year. The census of 1906 gives granary of the southwest for many Mora, also in the Mora valley. It has hunting, yields excellent sport.
Popu- of
the value of agricultural wealth
years, and before the advent or the a postoltlce, one store, a Protestant lation. 250.
the county as $2,581,000, but the, real
came
Turquino
caravans
from
is
railroads
far
and
six
a
sawschool,
mission
church,
a
miles
Guaand
of
north
wealth of the county undoubtedly ap- near to secure wheat and other agriAt tills point the main road to dalupita. There are two sawmills In
proximates $6,000,000. During the past cultural products. Even today from mill.
valley,
the
an
Mora starts. Population, 500.
with
almost Inexhaustfiscal year 100,000 acres were settled 25 to 50 wagons, loaded with agriculRito de la Agua Negra Is fifteen ible supply of timber to draw on. Hay,
upon by homesteaders, under the Fed- tural products, are on the road daily miles
grain, and the legumes are the prinwest
Mora
Is
center
of
of
the
and
'
eral and land laws.
from the Mora valley to Las Vegas or the
oats and potato producing cipal crops.
Potatoes, however, are
Mora Is one of the few counties In to Wagon Mound. Five acres, produce valleybest
in the county. It has two stores, grown to sn immense size. A number
the Territory where the area appropri- 13, üiio pounds ot oats, or so ousneis to a Protestant
of
promisi..
prospects are in
a
Catholic
mineral
church,
church,
ated- exceeds the area of publlo lands. the acre. Potatoes yield from 3 to 5
mountains, but not develProtestant- mission school, popu- the near-b- y
The area still subject to entry under tons per acre, Mora county boing one and
oped
any
to
extent.
lation,
600.
Population, 350.'
the Federal land laws Is 760,000 acres,
Coyote Is seven miles northeast of
few parts of the southwest
Cebolla lies in a rich valley divided
acres. of the potatoes
while that appropriated is 830,000 county
successfully.
Mora.
are raised
where
from the Mora valley by a mountain
It is in a narrow valley about
The agricultural lands of Mora
range. A large reservoir supplies irri a mile wide, with high mountains and
needed to raise crops
at Irrigation is not crops
are valued on the assessor's books
oats,
on
bluffs
are
wneat,
many
nil sides. Stock raising and
principal
The
farms,
gation
to
water
fertile
the
$341,-00$225,000 and the grazing lands at
agriculture are the main Industries. A
lfall'a, corn, barley, rye, potatoes, and wheat, hay, and oats being the princibut the census of 1900 shows that
very
suc
a
vegetables.
general
is
store
Horticulture
400.
pal
Population,
products.
and a postollice are found
they are worth at least six times as cessful pursuit, and the fruit raised
L,a cueva is situated nve miles east here.
There ar several fine orchards
much.
In
the valley. A concentrator situated
here will stand comparison witn mat of Mora and Is supplied with water
CLIMATE.
raised anywhere in the United States. from the Mora river. It is the headn there Is idle at present, although conis unsurpassed and In size quarters of the La Cueva Ranch Co.m- - siderable work is being done on the
Its
flavor
county enjoya a peerless climate that and color it has no equal. From the puny. A Catholic and a Protestiih. fine mineral prospects in the viointtv.
IS a specinc lur iuub ouu uhuu, .
valleys 15,000 hurch and a Protestant
Mora and adjoining
mission Copper Is the principal ore, some of
1.1
t. i,th alfltiiHn thA
..w nnritv-. nf pounds of oats are shipped annually
HO
There are it assaying as nign as 85 per cent.,
school are maintained.
Ule. atmosphere,
of
Its
grandeur
the
Its
and about z,uuw,uuu pounas ot corn.
lso two blacksmith shops at the place. besides carrying gold, silver, and lead.
vouo,
scenery, us pines, ayi
Ponulntion, 200.
wheat Is raised to supply and Population, 500.
ideeal sec- - Enough
make It an
pinon
one
forests
year
modern
busy
Llano del Coyote Is two miles east
keep
around
the
íi
lies thirteen miles east
Golondrinas
s
lw,mn.i anA a hAflltll-Sfiekwater-powgrist Mora and fifteen miles west of Wa- of Coyote. Its resources are chiefly
roller mill and six
slight mills.
paradise. The annual rainfall issummer
trous. The surrounding- valley is wat stock raising and farming. It has two
mostly In the
and occurs
The homeseeeker can purchase land ered by the Mora and the Cebolla. stores, one church, a school, and a
In tfitn- a rn
t - rnun-.. . ...
w
.v fiytrAmAa
$10 Farming and stock raising are tne blacksmith shop.
IIIUUUIB.
at
from
cultivation
Anco in
already
under
It is situated in an
summer or winter. to $40 per acre. Mora county proauces principal Industries. Alfalfa and other open valley, watered
perature either
by the Covote.
muu buu buho.; sugar Deets very rich in saccharine hay, all kinds or cereals, legumes, anu Population, 300.
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OF POTATOES AND CHEESE.

Dr. F. H. BRYANT

New Way of Putting Together
Popular Foods.

OSTEOPRTH

Ron Meat Market

NEW MEXICO
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FRANK flEISTLE
and ELECTROTYFLk

lU"i

LIWTmm.t

Lnii..

DEALERS

FAIR PRICE
Local Time Table
EL PASO & SOUTHWESTERN

'

,

--

:
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We Hold Several Choice Tracts of Agricultural Land for Salo.

Town Lots a Specialty

The Floersheim Mercantile Company
H. GOODMAN,

Manager.

Roy, Mora County, New Mexico
Carry a Complete Stock of

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
Large Assortment of Farm Implements

Reasonable

GOING SOUTH
Mixed train. No. 123 Arrives at Roy
at 2:05; leaves 2:30 p. m.
al

"
Suscríbanse al El Hispano Ameri
no. Su precio es $2 por el año.

F

Plastering', Foundations,
Cisterns and Flue Building'
Satisfaction

Cement Work a Specialty.

Guaranteed.

T he W e 1 c o me S a p o n
1

(La Bien Yenida)
Pubat Beer, Extra Fine Blend and Bonded Liquors, Wine
alwaya in Stock.

and Cinara

POOL ROOM IN CONNECTION

Cordial Treotment to nil.
Strawberry Sarabande.
JAS. A. PROCTOR, Proprietor.
Whip a cupful thick cream until
It
carefully
Into
very stiff, then fold
a pint fresh berries cut in small pleceB
with a silver knife. Have ready a
tablespoonful gelatin soaked in a
quarter cup cold water for half an
hour, then dissolved by setting the
cup containing it in hot water. Add by
degrees to the berries and cream,
whlDBlng it in so that it will not
TRAFICANTES EN
string. Add three tablespoonfuls pow
dered sugar and when It stiffens turn
into a cold mold and Bet on the ice.
When ready to serve turn out onto a
pretty dessert platter.

Mora County

Give na a Trial.

New Mexico

Vorenberg Mercantile Co

MERCANCIAS GENERALES

Pure Pressed Meat.
preparing pressed chicken or
nressed meat of any kind there need
be no fear of poisoning, as is some
times the case. If two things are oh
served: First, never pack it in tin;
imvpfilaln lined Dans or crocks
are
best. Second, never cover it while
wnrm. as that sometimes causes a
poisonous gas to form which is in'
iurious in its effect.
In

rí

Y7

Breeders of Sheep, Cattle and Horsea

ROY,

GOING NORTH.
No. 124 Arrives
Mixed train.
Hoy at 1.35: '.eaves 2:00 p. m.

WM. 0. ROT,
Sec'y and Treaa

Real Estate and Ranches

The French Way.
In ' France, the large, handsome
strawberries are always served with
the stems on, stacked in a pyramid.
They are dipped in sugar, one by one,
and eaten from the stem. They are
brought on the table in glass of lucent
sap
tints the. opalines, water-greenphires and topazes combining well
with the delicious crimson of the ripe
berry and forming exquisite schemes
the breakfast
of color to decorate
tables. The powdered sugar, in pure
crystal, and the tiny tray of sieves
or silver at each cover torecelve the
stems, add to the artistic pleasure of
serving berries In French style.

FIRSTQDAL1TY

1114
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ROY TOWNS ITE

ONE-HAL-

i.
opinion free whether

MUNN & Co.3G,Broadway- - New York
"Branch Odlce. C5 V BU WaahlLuton. U C

WON!

'V

V'

E. W. MERRILL

aiency for ecuniij MPatenw.
lent free. OMost
A Co. receive
Patente takon throudh Mumi
cbnno, in the
without
ipuiot notice,

ENGRAVER

r

O. T. ROT,
Yloe President

Prices

Designs
Oabvrirmts. SlC
mUaíÁh Dnii íl
tt .Oil an
AHOT.

j

pint of the
Take 1
Everything Needed In Building Material, Lumber and Hardware.
whites of eggs and beat them until
Toui BIGGEST STOCK OF DRY GOODS AND GROCERIES WITHIN FIFTY
stiff and smooth as possible.
MILES OF ROY.
leathery
will
unless
tough
be
cake
and
the whites are sufficiently firm to
We will be pleased to show visitors thru our establishment.
bear an egg, and the texture very firm
Now Btir in the
and fine grained.
Always
sifted materials as lightly and quick
ly as possible, using for the purpose
We Buy and Sell All Country Produce.
a wire spoon or egg beater. Bake in
Wool, Hides, Pelte and Cattle a Specialty.
an ungreased Turk's head, or, better
still, a Van Dusen cake mold, in a mod
erate oven for 35 or 40 minutes,
When done, take it from the oven.
turn the bottom up, allowing the pan
to rest on the table to cool. When
MILES NORTH OF ROY.
ONE AND
the cake is cold pass a limber knife
around the sides, shake lightly and the
Ice it with
cake will drop out
vanilla, orange or almond soft Icing.

mi
r f

--

five times.

60 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

.

- f

ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OF

tartar, together, and then sift them

JOHN SCHNIEDER, Prop.

ji

-"

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

Mix seven ounces of fine wintei
flour, one .ounce of cornstarch, three
quarters of a pound of powdered sugai
and one heaping teaspoon of cream oi

All Kinds of Fresh
,and Smoked Meats,,

-

(INCORPORATED.)

mportant That the Whites of Eggi
Be In Proper Shape.

DEALER IN

s

.mmr-

The Roy Land and Live Stock Co.

Boil

TO MAKE GOOD ANGEL CAKE.

ft

-

FRANK A. ROT,

Call and Get Good,
Clean Shave

-

n

Two

Barter Shop

ROY.

;

President

about a dozen potatoes, and
while hot mash very soft with hot
milk and melted butter, adding salt
CHRONIC and pepper to taste. Whip fight and
ALL
IN
SPECIALIST
DISEASES AND MANY ACUTE
heap in the center of a baking dish.
and Obstetrical Smooth the Bides of the mound with
Nervous Debility
rracuce.
a knife, and carefully remove about a
mile Bouth cupful of potato from the center of the
Office at residence one-hal- f
east of center of town.
mound, leaving a cavity in itB place.
Dip a feather or brush in the white of
GIVE HIM A TRIAL.
an egg, and cover the inside of the
hollow, and the top and Bides of the
MEXICO
NEW
ROY, MORA CO.,
mound with this. Set in the oven to
get very hot and to brown lightly,
when done take out and fill the hollow
with cheese sauce; sprinkle the potatoes and cheese with crumbs and return to the oven for five minutes before sending to the table. To make
MILLARD ALDRIDGE, Prop.
the cheese sauce, put half a cupful of
butter in a saucepan and melt. When
it simmers stir in gradually five heapa
ing tablespopnfuls of grated cheese,
the beaten yolks of two eggs, a pinch
of cayenne and salt to taste. Stir
until thick and smooth; pour into the
Hair Catting a Specialty.
hollow of the potato mound and
Mer. Co. Bldff.
In the Floerahelm
around the base.
1.
n win firv.
I
j
Céa.m
Agency ivr ibe "l

Ron

--

Pagan el precio mat alto por

t

Rests, Carneros, Zacate, Grano, Madera

LANA, CUEROS Y ZALEAS
Wagon Mound y Ocate

-

-

New Mexico

NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Clayton N. M. June 16th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
Juanita Sandoval, agent for Manuel Luna, of Albert, New Mexico,
who, onDecember llth,1902, made
homestead entry No. 4241,' for
N
NE
E
SE
section
20, township 19 n, range 30 e, N,
M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice
of intention to make Final fiVe
year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
U. S. Court Commissioner W. H.
Willcox, at his office in Roy, N.
M., on the 4th day of August,

County Proceedings.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

.

Department of tho Interior,
U. S.. Land Offiice.
Clayton, N. M. June 16th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
John B. Tait, of Roy. Ñ. M., who,
on May 27th, 1907, made home;
stead entry, No. 18032, for lots
7, 8, 9 and 10; section 5, township
20 n, range, 26 e, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final commutation proof,
to establish claim to the land
above described, before U. S.
Commissioner, A. S. Bushkevitz,
at his office in Roy, N. M., on the
4th day of August, 1908;
Claimant names as witnesses:
1908,
; '
,;
John Schneider, Clarence Brown,
Claimant names as witnesses; Ruben Eastwold, Martin
,
Jose .'Angel Chávéz, Jose Marall of Roy, N. M.
tinez, Nered Gonzalez, Macedonio
Edward W. Fox.
Rangel, all of Albert, N, M
Register.
.
Edward W. Fox.
.
Register.
Notice for Publication.
..

1-- 2

1--

1--

2

,

1--

East-wold-

.

for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Offiice,
Clayton, N..M. Junel6th, 1908. :
'Notice is hereby' given that
Simon Apodaca, of Albert, N.M.
who on December 11, 1902, made
homestead entry No. 4242, for
W
SW
section 10, W
NW
section 15, township 19
n, range 29 e, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice ot intention to
make Final five year proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before U. S. Court
Commissioner W. H. Willcox, at
his office in Roy, N. m., on the
4th day of August, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Jose Angel Chavez, Jose Martinez, Nereo Gonzalez, Macedonio
Rangel, all of Albert, N. M. ' .
Edward W. Fox.
Register.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Clayton, N.M. June 16th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that Benjamin F. Correll, of Roy, N. M.,
:.

..

NOTICE

.

1-- 2

--

1--

1--

2

1--

'. Department of
Interior,
ü. S. Land Office at the
M.,
Santa Fe,
N-- .

June 13th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given thut Mattie

H. McGuire, of Abbott, N. M., who,
on March 11th, 1903, made Homestead
Application No. 744!), for E 2 NE 4
Section 32, and S 2 NW
Section
33, Township 23 N, Range 24 E, N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention, to make Final five year proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before A. S. Bushkevitz, at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 1st day of
August, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses: Wallace H. McGuire, Mrs. S. J. McGuire,
Sam Melvin, of Van Houghten, N. M.;
Chas. Graham, of Abbott, N. M.
Manuel R. Otero,
, ' Register.
4,

.

'

,

Department of the Interior,
at Sarita Fe, N. M.,

U. S. Land Office

" " : Juné

.
13th,-1908-

B-2-

.

4,

1--

,

'Register.'

for PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior-UniteStates Land Offiice,
Clayton, N. M. June 16th, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that
Sandy A. Strickland, of Roy, N. M.
who, on February 11, 1907,' made
homestead entry No. 15030, for
section 34, township 20 n,
SE
range 26 e, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intentiou to
make final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before U. S. Court
Commissioner W. H. Willcox, at
his office, in Roy, N. M., on the
5th day of August, 1908.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Edderson H. Gunn, Rudolph C.
Grunig, Jefferson D. Howe, Isaac
NOTICE

d

1--

Edward W. Fox.
Register.

$ 125.00

-

1,575.00

-

Junio 4, 1908.
Sesión de la mañana.
La corte se abrió según proroga y eslando un quorum presente
se procede al despacho ne negocios.
Epimenio Martinez, igualado en propiedad raiz
370.00
:
M. Macartur, igualado en propiedad raiz
160.00
A. E. Northwood, igualado en propiedad raiz
280.00
Higinio Ortiz, igualado en propiedad raiz
875.00
Manuel Fattenghe, igualado en propiedad raíz
320.00
Juan Pattenghe, igualado en propiedad raiz
160.00
- '
Monica Lr. Roy bal, igualado en propiedad raíz
170.00
Monica G. Roybal, igualado en propiedad personal
135.00
Schmidt Estate, igualado en propiedad raiz ' 4,986.00
John D. Wr Veeder, en prcpiedad raiz
1,612.00
Feliz Villareal, en propiedad raiz
450.00
La corte se pone en receso hasta las 2 p. m.
Sesión de la tarde.
Junio 4, 1908.
La .corte se abrió según proroga y estando un quorum presente
se procede al despacho de negocios.
- '.
D. G. Martínez, levado en propiedad perfonal
325.00
Márquez y Gomes, levado en propiedad personal
100.00
Precinto No. 14.
Juan Ignacio Duran, en propiedad raiz
'150.00
Leohardo Maestas, en propiedad raiz
.150.00
Refu gio Martinez, en propiedad raiz
300.00
25.00
Refu gio Martinez, en propiedad personal
Lenor Cruz en propiedad raiz
90.00
Precinto No. 15.
Elíseo Martinez, igualado en propiedad raiz
119.10
Precinto No. 17.
Albino Maes, levado en propiedad personal
500.00
Gerónimo Vigil, en propiedad raíz
475.00
x Gerónimo Vigil, en propiedad personal
150.00
9
La corte se prorogo hasta las de la manan de Junio 5, 1908.
Junio 5, 1908.
,' ' u.
Sesión de la mañana.
El cuerpo se reunió según proroga y habiendo un quorum presente se procede al despacho de negocios.
,
Precinto No. 18.
Rafael Branch, levado en propiedad raiz
282.50
Rafael Branch, levado en propiedad personal
530.00
Precinto No. 19.
"' '" 580.00
v
Trinidad G. de Baca,'propiedad.raiz
Trinidad G. de Baca, personal ..
500.00
v
:
Cesario Castillo, propiedad raiz ;.. 29500
Cesario Castillo, en personal
30.00
'140.00
José lino Montoya, en personal
' 150.00
Jesús Naranjo y Cruz Naranjo, pepsonal
20.
No.
Precinto
50.00
Ricardo Martinez, en propiedad raiz
:
350.00
Ricardo Martínez, en personal
17,083.50
R. A. Morley, en propiedad raiz
1,000.00
;Alfréd B. Mamnby, enpropiedad ,raiz
;Alf red B. Mamnby, en personal
130.00
655.50
Belline Wildenstein, propiedad raiz
216.00
Manuel Valdez, propiedad raiz
'
La corte se pone en receso hasta las 2 p. m.
Sesión de la tarde.
El cuerpo se reunió y estando un quorum presente se procede al
despacho de negocios.
V:
Precinto No. 22. .,
1,200.00
John W. Taylor, igualado en propiedad raiz
W. H.: Willcox, igualado en propiedad raiz
1,318.10
;
850.00
Pablo Branch, levado én propieded ráiz
350.00.
Pablo Branch, en personal
,
1,097.50
Farmer Bros., yropiedad raiz
Ahora el cuerpo ordena el giro No. 3350 a Juan Navarro por dos
pesos'en pago de estampas usadas durante el cuerpo de igualamiento aprobado en este dia 5 de Junio de 1903.
Junio 5, de 1908.
El cuerpo se reunion de nuveo y se disuelve como cuerpo de
igualamiento y resume su atención como el cuerpo de Comisionados
del Cendado de Mora. Ahora viene C. U. Strong Collector y Tesorero y ensena a este Cuerpo unna cat carta y la opinio del Provcu-rador- ,
C, W. G. Ward con respecto de multasen el Pto. No. 22 de
Cien Pesos pro el Cuerpo de Framacia y la opinion del Procurador
es, que el Condado devuelva, al Cuerpo de Framacia los Cien Pesos.
El Cuerpo da atención al asunto y después de debida consideración
ordena al secretario de girara un warrant en contra del fondo gen-- '
eral de Escuelas por 30.00 y un warrant encpntra del Districtó No.
33 por 60.00 descontando el diez por ciento de Cien Peses por la
colectación de la multa.
Ahora se presenta C. U. Strong Colector y Tesorero con una carta de Geo. H. Hunker, acompañada con una opinion de C. W. G.
Ward, procurador del Districtó pidiendo, que le devuelva One pesos,
y Cincuenta y cinco centavos que fueron pagados por tasación delincuente de Andres Sena que arreglaron todas las tascaiones del
dicho Andres Sena en la Corte de Districtó incluyendo los $11.55,
!
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Notice for Publication.
United States Land Office. Clayton,
New Mexico, June 13, 1908.
Notice is hereby given' that .Benja-

min F, Brown, of Gould. County of
Union, New Mexico, has filed in this
office his application to enter under
provisions of Sections 23O0--- 7 of the
Revised Statutes of the United States
the Lot Two, (No. 2) of Section 22,
Township 18 N, Range 28 E, N. M.
Meridian.
persons claiming ad: Any and all
versely the land described, or desiring
to object because of the mineral character of the land or for any other reason, to its disposal to applicant
should file their affidavits of protest
on or before August 2nd, 1908.
Edward W. Fox,
22t4

Register,

If they could only have ..divided up
the surplus water that has been running through the houses along Missouri and Kaw rivers in Missouri and
Kansas the past two weeks and given
us a small per cent, we would be very
thankful.
,

"The world is not near as old ás
some of the people who go- - growling
and grumbling over it.

E. Lowe, all of Roy, N. M.

-

Geo. E. Crocker, levado en propiedad raiz
Culey Martin & Co., propiedad raiz
- '
El cuerpo se proroga hasta Junio 4, 1908.

.

Notice for Publication.

Notice is hereby given that Emerson
P..McGuire,
of Abbott, N. MM wJip,
0
5
on March 12th," 1903, made Homestead
Application No. 7450, for W 2 SE 4
and S 2 NE
Section 33, Township 23 N, Range 24 E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make Final five year proof, .to establish claim to the land above described,
before A. S. Bushkevitz, at Roy, N.
M., on the 1st day of August, 1908.
who, on February 25, 1907, made
Claimant names as witnesses: . Walhomestead entry, No 15464, for lace H. McGuire, Mrs. S. J. McGuire,
Houghten, N. M.;
NE
section 9, township 19 n, Sam Melvin, of VanAbbott,
M.
range 25 e, N. M. P. Meridian. Chas. Graham, ofMannel R.N,Otero,
'
Í
has filed notice of intention to
;",
Register.

make Final commutation proof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before U. S. Court
Commissioner, W. H. Willcox, at
his officé in .. Roy, N. M., on the
5th day of August, 1908.Claimant names, as witnesses;
Harvey S. Beadles, Rudolph C.
Grunig, Filetus H. Foster, William L. Brown, all of Roy, N. M.
Edward W. Fox.

(Continued from last week.)
Precinto No. 12.

Give us a trial when in need of first

class work.
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(Concluded on last page.)
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SKELETON
OF STEEL
PROVES ITS VALUE.

MESH
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Conditions of Actual Warfare Are
produced for Experimental PurposesTower Built on Double Spiral Principle.

Re-

New York. Tremendoua sums are
annually expended In target practice
by the navy of this nation. The ultimate end sought for in this sedulous
training and costly expenditure is the
acquiring of an ability to hit the enemy first, to hit rapidly and to hit
hard.
In a recent notable test which was
conducted by the British admiralty it

must be so light that the Impact of a
shell cutting through the latticelike
frame Would not receive enough resistance to explode It. Modern shells,
particularly those of the smaller caliber, are fitted with a percussion fuse
so sensitive that the resistance offered by the crest of a very small wave
is sufficient to explode them. And one
of these bursting in the framework
would be more than likely to tear the'
structure to pieces and bring it crip
pling to the deck, observers, range-finder- s
and all.
The mast was subjected to a thor
ough test and emerged successful. The
projectile, cut
first shot, a four-incone of the steel rods. The second cut
several more rods, but did not injure
projectile likeits stability. A
wise did very little damage. When five
shots had been fired at the mast Lieut.
Richard D. White and Lieut.-CoGeorge Bradshaw, assistant inspector
of the target practice, climbed to the
platform at the top of the mast and
shook it with all their strength, , but
still the mast stood firm.
h

Washington
Senor Don Augusto
Leguia, who has been elected to
succeed Dr. Pardo as president of
Peru, is one of the best friends the
United States ever has had in South
America. The richness of Peru is
proverbial, and for years Senor" Leguia
has maintained
that every effort
should he made to encourage the Investment of American capital In enterprises intended to develop and ex
ploit the wonderful resources of his
country. His liking for American
methods is probably partly due to the
fact that a large part of his early com
mercial training was acquired in the
Spanish-Americadepartment of the
company.
New York Life Insurance
for
He was with this corporation
years, and when he resigned his position in 1899 he had worked his way
up from a clerkship to the management of air the" interests of the New
York Life in Peru. Since retiring
Senor
from the insurance business
Leguia has been the managing director of the British Sugar Estates, limited, which has several million dollars invested in sugar estates in different parts of Peru, and he is also the
largest stockholder in six other important industrial and commercial enterprises.
Senor Leguia entered political life
In 1903 as minister of finance in Presgovernment,
of
ident Candamo's
which the present president of Peru,
Dr. Jose Pardo, was prime minister.
President Candamo lived only six
months after taking office, and when
the vacancy caused by his death was
filled by the election of President
Pardo, Senor Leguia was made prime
minister and intrusted with the forming of a new cabinet.
Senor Leguia is 45 years old, having
been born at Lambayeque, in the north
of Peru, February 19, 1863.
B.

n
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VICTIM.

FACTS

h

Senor Leguia Elected to Succeed Dr.
Pardo.

was found that the ordinary cylifr
drical. steel mast with which all battleships are now fitted is wholly unsuited In time of actual warfare. The
range-finderone of the most impor
tant instruments carried on a modern
warship, are located 'In the fighting
top, and when these were carried away
by the first few shots the ship was
practically disabled.
This brought naval administrations
;
face to face with new conditions. The
noed of some method of carrying
range-finder- s
high in air was shown
Some of our own very alert and pro
gressive navy officers at once set
about solving the problem. The result is the test to which the monitor
Florida was subjected a few days ago.
The Arkansas, a sister ship, was selected to do the fifing.
It was the first time in the history
of the United States navy that actual
conditions of warfare were reproduced
purposes. Three
for experimental
tests were ordered; one to determine
the effect of shell fire upon turret
armor and turret fittings, one for the
purpose of showing the usefulness, if
any, of crinoline nets as a protection against torpedoes, and another,
regarded by naval men as the most
important of the series, Intended to
test the relapse safety of a new type
of skeleton mast.
The mast is described as a mesh
of steel, 06 feet in height, and carried
near the stern of the monitor. It
was built upon a double spiral principle, each set of spiral columns run
ning In an opposite direction. At the
top was a platform upon which were
two dtnnmies weighted and wired for
recording the shock of the projectile.
The steel rods which form the mast
are two Inches in diameter at the
base, narrowing at the top. The experts who had designed it had employed all of their mechanical skill to
construct a framework that would still
remain erect though pierced by many
shot.
It was necessary to reconcile two
conditions. The steel skeleton must
b 9t freat strength, and yet its yarn

EARLY

!

NEW PRESIDENT OF PERU.

New Skeleton Military Mast.

AN

"What Is the matter, Jack?"
"Boohool Catherine says she's decided I ain't her affinity after all!"
The Merry Widow.
A man whose wife was extremely

jealous planned a pleasant surprise
for her in the form of a trip to New
York to see "The Merry Widow," and
wrote a friend In the city to let him
know the earliest date for which he
could secure seats. The next day
when he was away from home the
delivered
following telegram was
there, addressed to him, but opened
by his wife:
"Nothing doing with the widow until
the tenth. Will that suit you?"
Explanations were demanded.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

In every community you will find
women who have been restored to
health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Almost every
one you meet has either been benefited by it, or has friends who have.
In the Pinkham Laboratory at
Lynn,Mass., any womanany day may
see the files containing over one million one hundred thousand letters
from women seeking health, and
here are the letters in which they
On the Country Picnic.
openly state over their own signahead.
hung
her
She
"Really, Mr. Mannering," she stam- tures that they were cured by Lydia
mered, "this er Is so so sudden" E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
"For goodness sake," cried Mannering, "stop blushing so. Here comes a Compound has saved many women
from surgical operations.
bull!"Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is made from roots and
In a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S
A powder. It cures painful, smartherbs, without drugs, and is wholeing, nervous feet and ingrowing nails. some and harmless.
It's the greatest comfort discovery of
The reason why Lydia E. Pinkthe age. Makes new hoes easy. A ham's Vegetable Compound is so
certain cure for sweating feet. Sold successful is because it contains inby all Druggists, 25c. Accept no sub- gredients which act directly upon
stitute. Trial package, FREE. Ad- the feminine organism, restoring it
dress A. S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
to a healthy normal condition.
Women who are suffering from
trouto
borrow
It is a foolish habit
ble or meet it half way. Cultivate those distressing ills peculiar to their
a cheerful mind and heart, and much sex should not lose sight of these
facts or doubt the ability of Lydia
Imaginary trouble will be avoided.
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Hedley.
to restore their health.
-

FOOT-EAS-

FITS. Bt Vitus' Dance and Nervous Diseases permanently cured bj Dr. Kline's Great Nerve Restorer.
Send for KRKR (2.00 trial bottle and treatise. Dr.
K. IL Kline. Ld., ttJl Arcb Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

DAISY
FLY KILLER
jMBHHSpSKSSEaBnaCp'EMl.

Pennsylvania's First Governor.
The first governor of Pennsylvania
under the constitution of 1790 was
Thomas Mifflin.
;

Mrs. Window's Boothlng Syrup.

For children teething, softens the gums, reduces Inflammation, allays pain, cures wind colli). 25c a bottle.
1

A Woman, A Dog, Etc.
"I've got a wife that can't be beat."
trying HT"
Cleveland
"Been
Leader,

1YDIA E. PINKHAM
No other medicine has been so
successful in relieving the suffering
of women or received so many genuine testimonials as has Lydia E.

Attractions of Flowers.
A flower has an almost human way
of first attracting insects. This is by
appealing to their fondness for sweet
things. There is secreted in every
flower a store of honey, large or small,
as the case may be, to which the
midge, the butterfly, the bee, the bluebottle fly and other insects are

Discriminating Advertising.
Birthdays, holidays and weddings
Mrs. Highwind Here, my dear, is
an advertisement I have written, ask- are what keep the average man poor.
ing for summer board. Please leave it
at the office of the Daily Reliable on W
I.
your way down-town- .
Mr. Highwind My dear, the Daily
Sensation has a much larger circulation.
Mrs. H. Very likely; but the people
who take the Daily Sensation are not
the sort of people I care to board
with. N. Y. Weekly.
What Colleges Can Do.
Mrs. Mater Have you seen Mr.
Pater's son since he got home from
college?
Daughter Yes, ma; saw him last
night.
"Has he improved much?"
"Awfully. He's got a mustache."
N. Y. Weekly.
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P'nyif,
Neat.
nil

11 U
Kill!
liten.
clean, ornamental,
convenient, cheap.

HlintUW

Kuata till

on Absolutely
harmless, cannot
spill or tip over,
will not soil or Injure any
'Juctitt. lUltyi.l)

thin nr.

Guaranteed efTeo-tlvor all rfeftlrn.
nv n í nrrnaid for
bOMKUH,

14U

Uc

kftlb Ave.,

Bnwkíj,

S.Y

N EW LAW obtained
WIDO WS'undflr
Dy JOHN W. MORRIS,
PENSIONS Washington, D. 0.
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LIGHT WEIGHT HATS
SUMMER

MILLINERY. DESIGNED
.FOR COMFORT.

Lingerie, Leghorn, Panama and Crln
Hata Are the Best Selections for
the Hot Weather The Latter Most Serviceable.
In selecting midsummer hats It is
always important to consider the
weight of the hat, for there are many
days in summer when a heavy hat
will seem unendurable.
How heavy
many of the hats of this spring and
summer's millinery display are no one

Black Crinoline

Hat.'

.Who has not possessed one of this type
of headgear or who has not at least

tried on such a hat can Imagine. The
straws introduced in the spring were
many of them of very heavy braid,
and this weight was added to by the
facing of the brim with satin, which
was frequently lined with another
EXIT THE CURLING IRON.
Girl

Discovers That Thin Veil Will
Wave Hair Satisfactorily.

Curling one's hair on the iron, or
even enduring the torture of curl
papers, is folly if your locks have the
slightest tendency to wave of themselves, according to a girl who has invented a new method. She does it
with a common face veil.
This is useless when nature has not
put the least kink into the tresses,
but it will do wonders when there is
any twist on which to start.
To use a veil the hair is dressed in
usual fashion, but before beginning
' to put In pins It should be moistened
with a soft wet brush. It is not to be
made wet, but damp. When the final
pin Is adjusted a damp soft brush
is again patted over the hair, and the
head is ready for the veil.
A thin one is used, because through
it a girl can see if the waves are taking shape or push them into fon. In
the middle of the veil, at one edge, a
tiny knot should be tied to give a
little fulness. This knot is placed at
the nape of the neck, the veil being
long enough to come around the head
and tie over the pompadour. It is
simply brought around in this fashion
and the slightest pressure forms the
waves, always provided that the hair
la not absolutely straight.
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Five Live on Island In Ocean Off
sachusetts Coast.

One Best Bet.
What do they call that uni
form the girls wear in the "March of
the Amazons" on the stage?
Egbert Undress uniform, I reckon.
Yonkers Statesman.
Bacon

Mas-

Boston. Alone on an island in the
ocean, with five children to educate,
Hands Full.
is the predicament in which the supreme court's decision leaves Henry
"If Smlthers undertakes to pull my
B. Davis, the sole resident of "No ears," said a fellow at a street corner,
he will have his hands full.
Man's Land."
The crowd looked at the man's ears
This little island lies four miles
and
smiled.
inof
south
Martha's Vineyard. It is
cluded in the town of Chllmark, and
Twould Be Useless.
Mr. Davis pays taxes on property as"Jane, I saw the milkman
Mistress
sessed at $7,000.
you this morning. In the future i
'
In 1904 he moved to the island. kiss
will take the milk in."
His children are 4, 12, 17, 19 and 24
Jane " 'Twouldn't be no use. mum.
years old. The
child Is He's promised never to kiss enybody
the only one of whom attendance at but me."
school Is legally required.
In its decision the court regretted
The Neighbors' Hens.
that the children should go unedu"Who got up those hanging gardens
cated, but stated that the petitioner of Babylon?"
cannot expect the town to furnish and
"Some king."
"For what purpose?"
maintain a school for his sole bene"I jvdge he wanted to outwit the
fit.
petition been neighbors' chickens."
Had Mr. Davis'
granted, he would likely have had the
What He Was Discharged.
contract for erecting the school buildBoy What am I fired for?
Office
ing. One of the scholars would have
Employer For constantly smoking
been appointed janitor, and when a cigarettes. You have heard, haven't
graduate of the school became teach- you, that where there is so much
er the educational short circuit would smoke, there must be some fire? Bohave been complete. In the town of hemian.
Chllmark there are several school
buildings and a library.
The Fashionable Term.
"Blufflngton is suffering with rheu
In ansVer to Mr. Davis' petition the
court said: "The situation of the pe- matism, I hear."
"No.-hisn't suffering. He's got it,
titioner and his children Is an unfortunate one. The statute requires him but he's quite prond and happy. His
'
to cause at least one of them to at- doctor calls it 'gout
tend school; he pays taxes to the
Give or Take.
town to a considerably amount; there
Him (at the concert') Don't you
are no regular means of communicaHowells takes great pains
tion between the island upon which think Misssinging?
her
he has fixed his residence and the with
Her "Gives," I think, would be a
main island upon which the public more appropriate word than "takes."
schools of the town are situated ; com
munlcation is often difficult and some
times impossible. But we can pass
only upon the question of law raised
by the report. Petition, dismissed.
CTflVF REPAIRS nf every known make

.

fabric so as to produce a plain surface.
Then the trimming of the hats with gigantic wings and other heavy and
abundant decorations completed the
burden which femininity Beemed destined to bear.
But for midsummer hats these
heavy weight affairs are really Impossible. Not only are they most uncomfortable, and the wise woman knows
that in midsummer half of the charm
of one's costuming depends on produo
Ing a cool, comfortable and airy effect. Headgear that is light and airy
contributes not a little to this general
impression.
Lingerie, leghorn, Panama and crln
hats are thpse which best produce this
desired effect.
Each has its place
among the summer millinery, but the
crln hat is perhaps the most universally useful of all. It is not so dis-- j
uncuy an airair lor outing ana rural
occasions as either the lingerie 01
Panama hat, and it is more generally
becoming than the Leghorn in fact,
than any of the three. Lingerie hata
are apt to be trying to the maturfl
woman. Panama hats are useful only
for morning wear, and even then are
rather unbecoming to the mass ol
femininity because of their severity.
Leghorn hats, beautiful as they are.
are also rather unadaptable and are.
supremely becoming only to persona
for whom drooping draped hats a
suitable. The crln hat, however, it
suitable for every age and for everj
occasion. It is also most adaptable te
individual style and can be made becoming to every one.
There are few more elegant examples" oflhe milllner'r art than-th- e
RATS MADE OF CHINESE HAIR.
black crin hat which is shown. It is
necessary, in order to preserve the
light and airy quality of these hats, Ton of Pigtails of Deceased Mandarins
Received by Boston Dealer.
that they should not be heavily
trimmed.
A side light on what wo
Boston.
men wear in their hair when it comes
DRESS FOR LITTLE GIRL.
tn dressine it a la mode for the "Mer
rv Widow" hat came out here when
the steamer Seneca, from China,
steamed into port. In tne cargo was
a ton of Chinamen's pigtails. ' It was
consigned to a prominent Boston hair
dealer, who will use it in maKing
"rats and switches and puns.
According to the steamer officials
the importation of human hair from
China is a thriving industry. No good
Chinaman will part with his pigtail in
life, but when he is dead it is different. He usually has a good supply,
and his relatives will let it go cheap.
Hair from dead people does not make
up Into extra fine switches, but it will
do In the cheauer erade. There is nothing better than the
heavy, coarse, strong, straight hair of
the Chinaman, dead or alive, for styl
ish nn ITs and rats. It never loses its
shape, it stands all sorts of knocking
about, and as long as tne gin does not
know what she is wearing there is no
trouble.
DIG FOR MONSTER'S
A dress of blue and white checked
voile. The blouse has a box plait in
front, and on the outside of the elbow
sleeve. The collar and cuffs are of
white taffeta covered with rows of
blue baby ribbon, and over this is a

GRAVE.

Denver Direetory

Tallen.

oí stove, furnace or range, neo. A.
13ai mvrujir utiuvar, thou. 1iS.

BROWN PALACE
flan.

Europenn

HOTELS

S1.50

and upward

Wiekly n twspaper In prosperous,
A nir ney maker. Price .ijL0.

FOB SALE:

growing town.
J. S, Temple, Denver.

Kngllsh trap, ruLbjr Hres,
FOR HAl,K:-Ft- ne
lent ler ttnlülied. Good hh new. Cost J47S. Harness goeH wl h It. Make oiler. Addreai S. O. Jobo-so.0 Í) Grove St, 1 e iver.

Hulling young man for paying
proposition,
Keferenrea required as we mean business
Western Sobs Co., 6J7 Enrpire Bldg., Denver, Colo

WANTED

THE GOLCBADO Tent & Awning Co.
Goods house in the West.
Ore hark ,

irrS
Filter

Cloths, Camp and lata Furniture. Hummocks,
1M2
Blankuts and Comfo.is.
Lawrence bt,
ltobu S. Ukt h:ll Fres., Dun ver, Colo.

PI.ATTNER
MANUFACTURE
HAY STACKERS, Sweep
Pulleys, Farm Trucks and
Supplies. State Agents for Johnston
Harvesting Machinery, free from the.
Trust. Louden Haying Tools. Special
Denver
Cable and Hoisting Rope.
Windmills, Pumps and Supplies. Binder
Inspecialty.
us
when
Write
Twine a
terested. TUB Pl.ATTNER MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY CO., A. Plnttner.
I.iifnyette, Colo.f
President.
Office Sugar II I dir., Denver, Colo.
WE

SVIi;l.
Rakes, Cable

Kai-tor-

E.

e: BURLINGAME

& CO.,

ASSAYOFflCENííHoRfoRv
Established in Colorado,! 866. Samples by mail or
express will receive prompt and careful attention

"JHMáT-

6old SoSllver Bullion
CONCENTRATION,

CYANlUc
1736-173-

8

AMALGAMATION

-

Aftu

lbs. to carload lota,
Write for tormai
Lawrence St., Denver, Colo.

Ttilb
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Tooth Picked Up on Farm Clew to
Prehistoric Crocodile's Remains.

York, Pa. Excavation has begun
upon the farm of Dr. R. S. Stahle, In
Manchester township, to recover, if
band of white linen, finished in large possible, the remains of an immense
rounded tabs and ornamented with prehistoric belodom, a crocodile known
and from fragmentary remains only, which
buttons. The skirt is
An ointment made for insect bites Is trimmed to correspond. The yoke is is believed to be buried there.
composed of hartshorn, oil of cltronel-l- a almost covered with a chemisette of
Not long ago the doctor found a fos The Largest Western Department Store)
and Mall Order Houae,
and camphor. This gives Instant Irish lace. The belt and rosette are slllzed tooth of large dimensions upon
relief. For aggravating bites a poul- of blue ribbon.
his farm and sent it to Dr. Nixon of 40,000 People Shop here by Mail
tice of tea leaves is very good. Noththe Academy of Natural Sciences at
We oan
We are pleasing others.
When the hands are sore and blis Philadelphia for identification.
ing cures a bee sting more quickly
please you.
tered wash them in fresh buttermilk
Return anything that disappoints.
than wet soda.
The naturalist at once declared it
and allow it to dry on the skin, as it to be a tooth of a belodom, and has Ask for our Mall Order Bulletin.
Stewed rhubarb has a
aids in whitening it.
encouraged Dr. Stahle to make a
medicinal value, besides being a comhope of finding the
Tight clothes and Indigestion cause Bearch, in the
plexion beautifier; It is said to be valcomplete skeleton of the monster.
Denver, Colorado.
noses.
red
uable for rheumatic troubles.
d
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Mud! How we do love mna.

A. E. Clifford, of Solana, transacted
Big reduction in Summer Hats at business here Tuesday.
the Big Store.
- Miss.Maggie Ward, of Mesteno, was
Mrs. M. E. Homes left the first of the. here on business Tuesday.-weak for a visit with friéads in Raton.
J. B. (. arson, of Solano, was in
Sometimes a fellow who seems to le town on business Tuesday
,

iu..

w; Hi van

y

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Willcox went to Mesteno
Wagon Mound, Tuesday for a short H. O.
' '

Duvne drove down from
Tuesday on business.

Hendricks, returned Tuesday
from a business trip to El'Paso, Tex.

visit.

L. S. Brown, left Tliursday for
visit with friends and relatives in

a

Dr. Frank A. Brady came up from
on business Wednesday.
Solano,
111.
II. A. Turley and Frank Miller of
Alex. Frensley left Thursday for an
of Solano, were in town on business
extended visit with friends near AmaThursday. V""
rillo,. Texas.
J. B. Wetherbee, of Galena, Kans.
Mrs, I. E..Lowe left last Satucday
is Here looking over tne country witn
for an extended visit with her dangle a
fie' of locating.' '
teps' at Springer.
Chas..Frenley .returned., last Satur-- J
Religious, services next Sunday,
dav from Duncan, Okla, where he has
July 5th, morning and evening. Rev. been for some time on business.
Le-mo-

.'".

1

"'

Russell will preach.

County Proceedings.
(Concluded from Fourth page,
el cuerpo ordena que un warrant sea girado encontra del fonde de
1901 por 5.77 y otro al fondo general de escuelas por $3.78 para devolver el tal dinero y en conformidad con la opinion del procurador.
Ahora viene Donaciano Naranjo representado por C. U. Strong
quien informa que el dich Naranjo se.hajla delincuente en tasaciones a saber: 1900, 8.16; 1899, 10.19;' 1898, 7.22; 1897, 5.98; 1896,
2.23; 1893, 2.26; 1894, 1.05; 1893, 4.49; 1891, 4.34; 1901, (.46; 1902,
7.65; 1903, .30 que durante estos anos no ha tenido propiedad tasa-blsi su exen cion se le fuere concedido y pide del cuerpo ser
y entrar en un arreglo prometiendo de pagar en lo que sea
convenido. El cuerpo ivestiga'el asunto y conviene a que' el dicho
Donaciano Naranjo pague la suma de dies pesos y cincuenta centavos por los anos delincuentes de 1901 para atrás, y por 1902 y.3 que.
pague por completo y el dicho N Donaciano Naranjo asi ha convenido.
' Ahora se presenta Tito Melendez con una petición de residentes
én el Pto. No. 15, pidiendo que un cierto camino que se cree que er
a publico antes y ahora no esta transitado sea el misino descontinuado. El cuerpo deja el asunto bajo consideración hasta el siguiente
termino' y ordena al dicho Titó'Melendez de poner avisos públicos
endonde"comieñza'y concluye el dicho camino que sera descontinuado y cualquiera persónáo personas que tengan objecciones se
presenten ante este cuerpo para el si sig iente termino1 las in'üés-treporque dicho camino no debe de ser ' descontinuado. "
Los sógulentes pagos f uron ordenados".- C. U. Strong, 3331, para devolver multas Pto. No. 22, sch;fd $30.00'
C. U. Strong, 3332, para devolver multas Pto. No. 22,'díst 33 60.00
C. U. Strong, 3353, para devolver tasaciones, fd 1901
"5.77 ,
C. U. Strong, 3354, para devolver fd de escuelas general , 578
Ahora el cuerpo se proroga hasta el termino1 regular de Julio,
e

y

Matí Télin'i'of Santa 'Vv, territorial
Stanton íet Wednesday editor of the'
SanfaV New Mexican
for an extended visit with . friends in was here on business last Saturday.
1908.
Springer' and Las Vegas,
'
sil
, v.
Miss Nellie ,y an. Horn arrived Mop- d
off on all out" Summer
day .from K jpsas, Cjtyrfr 4iinJexlten(e4
Goods. Call and see our fine line, of
The rntertamment,
.Mrs., Henry
visit wjth
Lawns, ect., at Floarsheim's.
... ,v
....
Stone.
The entertainmbnt given by the chilOf course the jaws of death have
dren of 'the Industrial School (anaux-ilarJ. R. Cobertey arrive'd Tüe'sdíty
some terrors for a man but there are
of the Swastika Dramatic Club)
Galena,' Ka'ns He IrtWf Charge" of a
the jaws of a woman onearth.
marked success, both financially
was
a
cai of mercnanaise ana nouse noiu
and otherwise. ...... . .
Thomas Vargas has moved .into the.' goods' for Miss' Ward of Mesteno.
Much credit is due Miss Mason for
property recently vacated by Wm. A.
L. E. .AlldYidge arid family, Al
masterly way in which she conthe
Brummage, on east .'ird, street.
and Miss Beulah Cane left today trolled arid managed the large number
A comeciionery store ana a new tor springer to spenu me iounn. iviiss. of small children taking part in the
bakery are the latest additions to our' Cane will remain for sometime visiting program, and the audience showed
'.
litt'6 city. Let the' goo'd wqrK go on. her parents.
,
, (.
i,
their appreciation of her work by the
the., world may not know
Irvin Ogden and'ife drove 'up front árge number of compliments tendered
how the other half lives, but the femif- Solano on business Monday. Mr. .Og her immediately after the performance.
njge half makes a strenuous effort to den. leaves, next. week..íf?r Santa Eé
meery superior music luruisueu
find out;
where he h,as accepted a position with by the orchestra, all of whom are
members of the club, aaaea greatly to
Clar3nc3 Brown struck an abundant the New Mexican as city editor.
Mrs. A. B.
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Juan'de Mata MareS,
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notice.

;

The Mora County -- .Normal;

In-

stitute will .teonveneon' the líth

day of August, A, D. 1908,.! at1
Wagon Mound, Mora 'Go.yN. M
..All teachers desiring to- teapli.
school in Mora county are requested, to be on hand at opening
of the Institute and to remain'
throughout the entire session;
The Institute conductor will lpei
Prof. John H. Vaughan,. aHidwill
continue for two -- weeks;j
t&
last two. days the examination
will tajee place.
-

-

i

.

Ricardo Martinez,

.

Public Schools, .Mora

C0.1,"

N. M.
..... u
fhe pleasures of the evening.
supply of water in a dug well at a
S. M. Wharton, the genial and good
en
to
response
and
vocal
solo
The
depth of fifty 'feet on his farm' two miles looking elitor'oi the Tucumcari News
, lM
core given by Mrs. Oooaman, was a
'
New
"
'
'Of
Before
north 'town.
was' a Roy visitor.
leaving new"
and pleasing innovation in the
i
'''''
this' office a frater
A circular just .issued announces
'
Remember, that the Rt. Rev. Father Mr. Wharton made
usual regime and was greatly appre
visit'.'' CalTagaih Brother.'
the El Paso & Southwestern .sys-- ,
nal'
that
Pijot.will hold services in Roy, on
ciated by the large audience.
of
tem
the past will in thie future be
Friday, July 10th, at 10 o'clock a. m.
English and son Mr, Wil
Mrs. R.
The prwgram.ivs as follows:
known as the El'Paso. &' So.utwern,,
Don't fail to attend.
son returned to jheir home inDalharts Orchestra.
company, the company .Pinfyracm the
herej Welcome
Lula Psejiti
A witty congressman suggests that Tex. after spending several days
following properties: The íílPasó'&
Mr. Wilson filed, qn a. Hatchet Marcha
we trade the Philippines to Great Brit on business.
Southwestern railroad, the El Paso &
expect 3 to return Come Play With Me...
ain for Ireland, in order that we may claim while here and
Northeastern4,ailr.pad,.th&A5amogordo
..
in. a few weeks.
Dollie Brown
Recitation
raise our own policemen;
& Sacramento Mountain railroad, the
- , Mrs. Goodman
Solo
El Paso & Rock island ílaiíroad
Cláud C. Borrell, arrived here the
Mrs.. E. Pickering
Recitation
Social Parry.
company and the Dawson railroad.
week
Cement,
Okla.
and
from
of
first
Lula Pesan,ti.
'n
Song
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Ivey entertained
is building a house, plowing and other
:'','V
Mrs. Brown's Tea Party.
a few of of their friends last Friday
wise improving his claim.
Didn't QuartetJlbóut' It,,
Doll Drill.
evening at their residence east of tow'n.
j.
Day
Song.
A telegrajihic iterfi'oj view's sa.yi that
Grandma's
All ür tari aifd 10V cut line of the
The evening 'was very pleasantly
.
r
Disappointment.'
MjsstMiiierv,a.'s
going
"Mrs.
to
Shoes
be
Brown
Taft shook- - hafds:
celebrated
spent.
Messers. Al Hanson and Max
'
Orchestra.,
husband,
her
...
with
on
learning
of Tils"
sold at á big reduction.
Krause rendered a Tew selections 'on May Pole, Qanee.
,
"This-inomination."
a
Floersheim Mercantile Co.
little
family
the violin and guitar. 'Dainty refresh'
i
Orchestra....,
detail of
.
4
that would
'Trom the number of commercial men ments were served.
Manners Class.
been ioverlooked' but for one 'rehave
week
indicate
Those 'present were; Messrs. J
seen on our streets this
Orchestra.
porter with- a li'ose for news. If left
that prosperity is returning and , the Floersheim, iV. E. Skinner, Al Han- - The entertainment was followed by without the assurance
that "Mrs; Taft
wíiéeíá 'of progress are beginning to son, Max ra.usej MeiYUie.p:joersneim,
a social dance, which was highly en- shook hands cordially with her husFloyd Ivey , Mesdames,,: Floerubeira, joyed by all.
roll.
band4,"- the country" lifirght have conSkinner, Tjtterton, Misses, Vallie. Dun
: The Floersheim Mercantile Company
cluded that Mrsj'iaft" refused to' shake"
can, May McKlnney, Hilda .Floersheim
have their store room decorated in an
hands with her,h'usband. on learning
of
July
Contests.
Fourth
and Myrtle Tindall.
El
of his nomination.s--artistic manner. Visitors should not
Paso Xirnss.
'
Runjiing high jump.
'
'
'"'":'
fail to make this store a visit and see
:
2nd
One hundred y ard dash 1st and
Woodmen Meet.
the interior of this vast establishment.
r
.;,;-...,
,,
Miappinéss'.;
,
At the regular meeting of the Wood- - prize,
F. H. Foster and Son, are putting
Running broad jump, .;
the- Auxvasse, (mo.)
The
night
of
Saturday
editor
last
n
the
of
World
mi
r
up á" nica partico'in front of their busiLeap frog race.
Review makes the following plea for
one new member, MrVEmilio Gonzales
ness house1 and extending it along Ihe
race.
Potato
i
three-cahdthe simple life: "You frequently hear
are
There
admitted.
was
the'entire building. This is a good
Small boy's.one hundred yard dash folks say they wish
they were a mildates to be initiated at the nexV'reg'u
imiiroVem'ent and nelps the looks of
1 dozen toilet soap.
All members aré urged
But
our
lionaire.
larmeetirigi
of happiness
idea
--.:
the buildings wonderfully.
Egg race.
is the one that owns 40 acres of land
to be present and help put 'them dn the
Running dive.
in the hillx,'. don't owe a cent, has a
Max Krause while out .driving last goat.
Sack race.
..
wife and seven children, five good
'This lodge has only been organized
week, accompained by Miss Myrtle
Three legged race.
coon dogs, a sorrel team of mules, a
Tindall. accidently drove into a wire a few months and is a lively camp and
mile.
. Horse race--on- e
good shotgun, 47 miles from a railfence, the horses . became frightened in short time will be one of the best
of
By
committee.
order
i
road and right on a good stream to
and started to run, had it not been for camps in the territory. A special dis
H. tíoodman, Chairman.
fish. If that would not be happiness
the' nerve Mr, Krause had to stay pensation has been secured and all
A S. Bushkevitzi Treas.
try
in
should
unalloyed
to
bring
we would like to know
a
thei
of
members
.might
resulted
it
with the.tenm.
Now is the time to subscribe.where you would go to find it."
friends in before it closes.
.serious .accident,
:
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